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Abstract
The increase in the size of the Air Force’s Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) fleet, and
the desire to reduce operational manning requirements, has led to an interest in Multiple
Aircraft Control (MAC) technology. The MAC concept is highly prone to operator over-
load, as each aircraft could be engaged in unpredictable dynamic scenarios, inducing severe
workload levels on the operator. Attempts to alleviate the operator’s workload through the
use of interface automation has not been entirely successful. While automation is not sus-
ceptible to the same cognitive limits as a human operator, it can be brittle. To attempt to
mitigate the potential of operator overload, while reducing the risk of automation failures,
this research introduces an agent into the system interface to assume responsibility for man-
aging automation mode selection. The agent uses a novel dynamic scheme for determining
how and when to introduce automation assistance to the operator. The agent employs re-
inforcement learning to learn and adapt to each individual operator’s unique abilities and
also adapt to operator proficiency changes over time through the use of online learning. By
automating tasks at appropriate times, the agent helps the system balance the operator’s
workload level, striking the best possible balance between operator awareness and overall
performance, while reducing the potential for operator overload. This concept was tested
through the use of human trials with the Workload and Automation Level Response Sim-
ulator (WALRuS) testbed and automated experiments with cognitively modeled agents.
Testing established a correlation between workload and performance for each subject, and
each subject’s surrogate cognitive agent showed that the interface agent could successfully
learn the human’s performance profile and increase their potential performance.
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WORKLOAD-BASED AUTOMATED INTERFACE MODE SELECTION
1. Introduction
Imagine a scenario where a single operator is given responsibility for monitoring and
controlling several unmanned aircraft. For each aircraft, the operator must maintain a high
level of situational awareness in order to accomplish the respective missions of the aircraft.
Additionally, the operator must be able to spot unexpected occurrences and recognize
potential failure modes before they degrade mission performance. In a perfect scenario,
with no failures or unexpected occurrences, the workload placed on the operator might be
manageable and the operator may be able to perform well. However, what happens when
the operator’s workload is increased by a dynamic mission tasking, or the occurrence of a
failure? In such a case, the increase in workload can quickly overload the operator, leading
to decreased performance, loss of military assets, and potential disaster for the mission.
1.1 Research Area
Designers of system interfaces are faced with many challenges. One of the largest
challenges involves the trade off between how much control and information should be
exposed to the operator. Exposing less control and information has the benefit of offer-
ing a simpler, easier to use interface, but risks limiting the operator’s ability to perform
complex actions. Exposing more control and information gives the operator the ability
to understand the state of the system better and take more complex actions, but at the
expense of the systems ease of use and overall simplicity.
Additional considerations interface designers must contend with are the needs of their
intended user base. Different users have different skill levels. Even with equal training and
experience, the performance levels of two operators may be vastly different under similar
conditions [13]. Traditionally, interface designers have dealt with this hurdle in one of two
ways. The first is by making the interface static [14, 13]. The static interface cannot be
changed, and is normally targeted at the average user’s ability. The second is by making
the interface adaptable [13, 6]. Adaptable interfaces are those that allow the operator to
1
Figure 1 Vigilant Spirit UAV Control Console [1].
change the interface by adding, moving, and removing elements to customize it to their
preference.
Recent research and development efforts have focused on creating adaptive interfaces
[13, 3, 5, 27]. Adaptive interfaces automatically reconfigure themselves to improve the
efficiency of the operator’s interactions with the interface. Interface changes are enacted
through the use of an Artificial Intelligence (AI) software agent. Software agents are actors
that sense their environment, make decisions, and then take actions [35]. Our agent is a
rational actor that monitors the behavior and performance of the operator, determines
when and how interface adaptations would have the potential to improve performance,
and then enacts those adaptations.
1.2 Multi-Tasking Environments
The impetus for this research comes from the difficulties encountered by designers
working to build systems to enable Multiple Aircraft Control (MAC) [8]. MAC is a rela-
tively new concept relating to the UAV control domain. The current generation of UAV
control systems are setup as remote cockpits where each operator pilots a single UAV.
MAC seeks to increase efficiency and reduce manning requirements by allowing one oper-
ator to manage multiple aircraft. The Vigilant Spirit control console [1], shown in Figure
1, is one of the leading testbeds for developing MAC systems.
Several problems currently hinder the development of MAC technology. The most
significant problem involves operator workload. Managing a single aircraft can be a work-
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load intensive task, but it remains a task within the cognitive abilities of most operators.
Managing multiple aircraft introduces the chance of workload intensive scenarios overlap-
ping, leading to operator overload. When overload occurs, performance decreases, situa-
tional awareness is hindered, and the chance of catastrophic occurrences increases. One of
the major contributing factors during a period of overload is the varied types of tasks the
operator is required to perform [2, 47, 24].
UAV operators are required to perform many different types of tasks. For a single
UAV, the operator must manage expendable resources such as fuel and armament, the
route of the UAV, communications, and monitor overall system status. With multiple
aircraft, the operator must be able to correctly perform several instances of each of these
tasks simultaneously. For the purposes of this research, the interface enhancements that
are being examined will be tested using a series of tasks from the Multiple Attribute Task
Battery (MATB) [26]. The MATB, further explained in Section 4.3, contains tasks that
are representative of those which are encountered by pilots and UAV operators. These
include system monitoring, tracking, communications, and resource management.
1.3 Research Objectives
The goal of this research is to examine the implications of reducing operator workload
by oﬄoading unmanageable portions of the operator’s workload to automation. Maintain-
ing the operator’s situational awareness is a key objective, and therefore one of the system’s
primary goals is to keep automation activities at the lowest possible levels needed to main-
tain the operator’s performance. Operator overload is one of the principle concerns with
MAC technology, and interface automation is thought by many to be the best way to
mitigate it. However, past efforts to introduce automation to interfaces have encountered
issues with operator awareness and dependence. While increased automation may lead to
higher performance, it can also lead to a loss of operator awareness and an increased de-
pendence on the automation by the operator. In addition, systems that employ a ‘one size
fits all’ automation function allocation scheme will likely never be optimal for all operators.
The experience of each operator, their background, and their innate skills all play a role
in determining how well they will respond to different workload conditions. The overall
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hypothesis for this research is as follows: Significant performance increases can be achieved
and operator overload conditions can be mitigated through the introduction of personal-
ized automation assistance. Agents that help the operator by introducing automation into
the interface during periods of high workload should allow the overall system to achieve a
higher level of performance than would otherwise be achieved without automation. To test
this hypothesis, an adaptive agent was developed and empirically evaluated. The results
obtained while using the adaptive agent are compared to results obtained without the use
of the agent.
1.4 Methodology
The workload placed on an individual operator can be reduced in two ways. The
first is by designing interfaces in an intelligent and intuitive manner so tasks are completed
effectively with the least amount of cognitive load on the operator necessary to complete
the task [14]. Ideally, all good interface designs should strive to meet this objective. The
second is by oﬄoading some of the operator’s workload onto other human operators or onto
automation [16]. Two questions arise with regard to oﬄoading portions of the workload.
The first is the manner in which the workload should be divided, and which portions of it
should be oﬄoaded. The second is the timing, or when the workload should be oﬄoaded
and when it should be re-assumed by the original operator.
Our system handles the problem of how and when to introduce automation assis-
tance through a reinforcement learning approach. This approach requires each operator
to train the agents responsible for controlling the interface. Once trained, the agents are
personalized to specific operators. The agent is then responsible for maintaining the op-
erator’s performance at a predefined level. When workload increases, and a performance
decrease is predicted, the agent begins to automate activities that it has determined will
increase overall performance. The agent therefore provides only the lowest level of automa-
tion assistance required to maintain the desired performance, and minimizing automation
dependence by the operator.
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1.5 Assumptions and Limitations
This approach relies on several assumptions about the manner in which operators
are able to handle workload. The basic premise of this research assumes that humans
do in fact have limited cognitive abilities [22]. The maximum workload threshold for
each operator may vary, however each operator has a limited level of workload that they
can effectively manage. Additionally, we assume there is a correlation between workload
and performance. While the exact relationship may be somewhat complex, in general we
expect that as workload increases, especially as it surpasses the operator’s cognitive limit,
the operator’s performance will decrease.
A limitation for our system is the time spent by the operator training the agents. A
newly initialized agent, not yet trained or pre-populated with training data, is unable to
assist the operator. Only after the agent’s policy converges will it be able to accurately
provide automation assistance.
1.6 Implications
The AMS agent concept was tested through the use of human trials and automated
experiments with cognitively modeled agents. Testing established a correlation between
workload and performance for each subject, and each subject’s surrogate cognitive agent
showed that the interface agent could successfully learn the human’s performance profile
and increase their potential performance.
This approach poses new challenges that may affect system operators. One of these
challenges is mode confusion [7]. It may be possible for the operator to become confused
as to the current state of automation in the system. Another issue is dependence or over
reliance on the system’s automation activities [10]. The operator may grow comfortable
with a lower level of performance than they are capable of if they know the system will
step in and make up for their inaction or inattentiveness.
The system has the potential for very positive implications with regard to multi-
tasking command and control systems. If the approach succeeds in increasing performance
and mitigating the negative effects of high workload scenarios, it would allow fewer oper-
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ators to manage greater numbers of aircraft in MAC environments and pave the way for
other environments to do the same.
1.7 Summary
The AMS agent concept is designed to improve performance for MAC technology.
This is accomplished by introducing automation into operator interfaces according to a
schedule determined through Reinforcement Learning (RL). This approach allows the
agent to adapt to the different skill and experience levels of each operator, and allows the
agent to continue to adapt as those skill and experience levels change. If successful, the
AMS agent concept has the potential to mitigate operator overload conditions, and make
MAC operations more productive and successful for the United States Air Force (USAF).
This thesis documents the research, development, and testing required to develop the
AMS concept. To evaluate related research, a literature review was conducted on varying
interface automation related topics. This literature review is documented in Chapter 2.
Design and implementation considerations for the AMS agent are documented in Chapter
3. The development and implementation of the WALRuS testbed is documented in Chapter
4. Results obtained from testing is presented in Chapter 5, followed by a conclusion and
recommendations in Chapter 6.
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2. Literature Review
This thesis presents a method by which Reinforcement Learning (RL) is integrated into
a user interface to improve a systems overall performance by minimizing the effects of
operator overload. This research focuses on human interfaces for real-time command and
control environments, such as those found in Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) control
systems. These environments can be task intensive, and place heavy workloads on system
operators. When the operator workload exceeds their capability, the operator becomes
overloaded and the system’s performance suffers. The goal of integrating AI into the
interface is to provide assistance to the operator that can help mitigate the negative effects
of operator overload and help reduce the possibility of an overload occurring.
Before analyzing different interface design mechanisms, this literature review exam-
ines the limits of human cognition. Intelligent assistance can be provided to the operator of
a system in many different ways. This literature review seeks to classify the different types
of intelligent assistance and explore the methods by which they operate, the challenges
they pose to end users and system designers, and examine different examples of system
implementations. This review also identifies general goals and tenets of good intelligent
system designs as well as good experimental designs for the establishment and analysis of
metrics to accurately determine the effectiveness of any such system.
2.1 Limits of Human Cognition
It has been shown that the average human brain has a limited working memory
[22]. In 1956, G.A. Miller conducted experiments that demonstrated this limit. Miller’s
experiments revealed that the number of items a human could maintain in their working
memory was in the range of seven plus or minus two. These findings established the
fact that there are indeed finite limits to human cognition, and laid the foundation for
cognitive load theory. The implication of this cognitive limitation is profound. With only
a limited working memory, humans are unable to effectively manage large numbers of tasks
simultaneously [22]. In scenarios where it is desirable for a single human to successfully
7
exceed this limitation, methods of augmenting the human’s abilities to reduce workload
must be implemented.
2.2 Types of Interface Assistance
The goal of an automated assistant is to maximize the potential for positive benefits
achieved through its use while minimizing the potential for negative consequences it may
have on short or long-term performance [17]. To that end, different types and levels of
automated assistance can be provided to the user of a system. Types of assistance can be
varied and complimentary. Shortcomings in one method may be mitigated by strengths
in another. The level of assistance a system provides can also be variable based on user
experience or preference.
This literature review divides methods of automated assistance into two categories.
The first category involves using dynamic layouts, or configurations that change or can
be changed. These include both adaptive [17] and adaptable interfaces [16]. The second
category includes interfaces that reduce operator workload by oﬄoading portions of the
workload to automation.
2.2.1 Dynamic Interfaces. Dynamic interfaces can adapt to better suit the needs
of an individual user, type of user, particular task, or operating mode [17]. Adaptation is
achieved by allowing the operator to customize the interface, or by employing a system that
automatically modifies the interface in an attempt to improve the operator’s performance.
In this case, both methods of adaptation do not necessarily have to be mutually exclusive.
It is important to note the distinction between adaptive interfaces and adaptable
interfaces. Interfaces that are adaptable are those that allow the user to change them.
Interfaces that are adaptive have a built-in mechanism that allows them to change auto-
matically [20].
2.2.2 Adaptable and Adaptive Interfaces. Many of the elements in modern com-
puter software are adaptable. Programs such as Microsoft Word offer many customization
options to the end-user. This includes the ability to add or remove menus and tool bars,
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add items to tool bars, remove items from tool bars, and the ability to display material
in a variety of sizes and formats. Adaptive interfaces are less common. Older versions of
Microsoft Office had a setting which would allow adaptive drop-down menus. The most
commonly used items would automatically be placed at the top of the list and the least
commonly used items would migrate to a fly-out menu. Microsoft Office is not an envi-
ronment that requires quick decisions nor does it have heavy workloads however. Games
and simulations do often impose heavy workloads and require fast response, and may be
a better target for these types of interface features. Many computer games already use
adaptive interfaces to present only the most relevant information to players. In most First
Person Shooter (FPS) games [11, 42, 4], when a player climbs into a vehicle, information
about their avatar’s current status becomes irrelevant and is replaced on the display with
information about the vehicle they have climbed into.
2.3 Interface Automation
Automating elements of a system interface is another method by which workload
reduction can be achieved [38, 9, 12, 34, 8, 27, 15]. The premise behind this idea is that
automation can take responsibility for a task, or series of tasks, freeing up cognitive obliga-
tions that would otherwise have been the responsibility of the operator. Aspects relevant
to workload reduction through automation include taxonomies for classifying automation,
automation cycle times, and triggering methods used to determine when automation modes
should be altered.
2.3.1 Levels of Automation. Levels of Automation (LOA) provides a taxonomy
that has proven to be a successful means of ranking automation assistance [44]. Endsley
and Kaber [12] propose a ten-level taxonomy that ranks a system’s LOA, shown in Table 1.
This taxonomy divides the gap that exists between manual control and full automation into
distinctly identifiable categories. The taxonomy delegates four distinct tasks: monitoring,
generating, selecting, and implementing. Monitoring is simply the task of perceiving the
state of the activity or system status. Generating is the task of formulating actions that
will maximize utility or achieve a goal. Selecting is the task of choosing which action will
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be executed. Implementing is the task of executing the selected action. Each of taxonomy’s
ten levels delegate these four tasks to either the human operator or the computer. At level
one all four tasks are delegated to the human operator. At level ten all four tasks are
delegated to the computer. The levels in between use different combinations, rank ordered
by increasing level of computer control.
Table 1 Hierarchy of levels of automation applicable to dynamic-cognitive and psy-
chomotor control task performance [12].
In their paper, Endsley and Kaber [12] describe an experiment devised to measure
system performance at each level in the taxonomy. The experiment consisted of a vigilance
task implemented in the Multitask framework [45]. Vigilance tasks are trials in which the
subject’s ability to detect and respond to psychomotor stimuli is tested. Subjects in the
experiment were shown shapes that moved toward the center of a polar grid. The task of
the operator was to collapse the shape by clicking on it repeatedly before it could expire
or collide with another shape. Each shape had values displaying how much time was left
before it expired, how many points could be earned if it was collapsed, and how many
penalty points would be incurred if it expired or collided. The experiment was executed at
each of the ten levels of automation. The experiment recorded the number of total points
achieved as well as metrics designed to show levels of operator SA and operator-perceived
workload. When plotted, the results were mixed with no clear winner for all categories.
Higher levels of automation had lower operator-perceived workloads, but higher recovery
times when artificial system errors were introduced. Lower levels of automation had higher
operator-perceived workloads, and lower recovery times for system errors. The overall score
that was awarded was maximized during trials with level two (action support) and level
three (batch processing) assistance.
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Calculating an overall system performance score for these types of trials sums the
points earned minus the sum of the penalties incurred. In order to measure the perceived
response driven operator workload, the system would occasionally halt the experiment and
query the user about the state of objects in the experiment. If the operator could correctly
answer questions then they must have good situation awareness and are not likely to be
overloaded. If they are unable to answer the questions then it is likely that they are being
overloaded and are not fully able to absorb all of the details of the current system state.
The measured response time is the time it takes for the operator to realize the system
has failed and take steps to institute manual control. For the purposes of Endsley and
Kaber’s experiment, a dialog was displayed informing the operator that the system had
failed. At level one, manual control, there is nothing to recover from because the system
does not perform any tasks for the operator. At level two, action support, the operator is
still actively working the experiment at a low level and an automation failure is unlikely
to have a large effect. At other levels in the taxonomy the operator’s attention is focused
on higher-level planning and monitoring. Automation failures at these levels have a better
chance of catching the operator off guard, with the shock leading to increased response
times. It is likely that the operator’s dependence on the system could also be inferred from
the response time metric.
The LOA taxonomy Endsley and Kaber present is well regarded in the HCI com-
munity and appears in many human factors publications [36, 39, 29, 19]. The taxonomy
levels, as defined in the table above, are suitable definitions for automation levels in future
work. There are several issues with the human trial that may prevent the results of the
study from being universally applicable [12]. The first issue comes from the fact that there
is no clear winner when examining the different scoring systems used. The level of au-
tomation used for a particular task might be completely dependent on which of the three
metrics measured is most important to maximize (or minimize). Another issue lies with
the type of activity that is being automated. This study examined the metrics for only
one type of activity. It may be the case that different activities can be optimized with
different levels of automation. A second potential flaw in the study involves the types of
participants [12]. The study used graduate students as subjects. Each subject was given
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the same training routine before executing the tasks. Different levels of operator skill may
require different levels of automation to maximize performance. The largest flaw in the
experiment may be the way the author coded the decision-making algorithm. The author
states that the algorithm could have been capable of picking perfect outcomes to maximize
points every time, but chose not to in order to introduce realism. The impossibility of a
perfect algorithm may be unrealistic. Algorithms for many complex decision-making tasks
could be flawless, or nearly so. It is likely that the results of the experiment would shift
in a non-linear fashion if the skill-level of the decision algorithm were changed.
The task that the system was assigned to perform in Endsley and Kaber’s exper-
iment was extremely simple. The task was little more than simple planning and reflex
response. Long-term planning was limited to the few seconds that any series of boxes
would be moving across the screen. An experiment using this LOA taxonomy applied
to a MAC control system would be vastly different. Dynamic scenarios with unmanned
aircraft require efficient long-term planning as well as the flexibility to adapt in the face
of unexpected circumstances. Endsley and Kaber’s experiment was designed to determine
the effectiveness of a system operating at the different levels defined by their LOA taxon-
omy. Because they were testing the taxonomy and not necessarily the system itself, they
programmed an automation agent that was incapable of being perfectly efficient for a task
where perfection was attainable. This gap left potential room for the operator in manual
mode to exceed the performance of the system in a fully autonomous mode. This gap
would be required to effectively differentiate the results if they were equal in manual and
autonomous modes. The likelihood of having a perfect autonomous assistant for the MAC
domain is low. Because of this, there is no need to handicap the system as Endsley and
Kaber have done.
2.4 Automation Cycle Times
The selection of cycle times for manual control and automation periods has been
shown to be an important consideration that affects overall system performance [38].
Longer automation cycle times may cause operators to be less vigilant. This compla-
cency has the potential to decrease performance during automation periods and may be
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especially problematic during transitions from automated modes to manual control. Sev-
eral automation studies have examined the affects of medium to long duration automation
cycles [37, 9]. Because unmanned aircraft often have missions that require only brief peri-
ods (as short as 30 seconds) spent performing the critical portions of their mission, there
is a need to examine the effects of manual control and automation cycles of less than one
minute. In the experiment conducted by Scallen [38], cycle times for 15, 30, and 60 seconds
were examined. The results showed that shorter cycle times produced better performance,
while longer cycle times induced less mental load on the subjects.
2.5 Automation Triggers for Adaptive Aiding
Determining when to engage automation or dynamic elements within the interface
is a primary component for an automated assistant [38]. Scallen describes and analyzes
several potential automation triggers. The first trigger relies on data from the operating
environment, such as the status of a vehicle or conditions outside the vehicle. The second
utilizes the operator’s performance to trigger automation. The third relies on physiometric
data recorded from sensors attached to the system’s operator.
2.5.1 Environmental Conditions. Under this method, elements of the operational
environment must be specifically identified as automation triggers [37]. Scallen states
that this method may be practically limited, as the creators of the system would have
to anticipate all potential conditions that could present themselves to the system. For
environments where it is unlikely that the designers would be able to predict all possible
conditions, a system using such a trigger could become disrupted by unexpected input.
An experiment conducted by Bennet [3] attempted to measure performance differen-
tials for an adaptive interface that used an aircraft’s location as an environmental trigger.
When the aircraft strayed from its mission path, the display would change to include infor-
mation from an artificial flight director. Additionally, a force-feedback mechanism in the
control system was implemented where by the friction in the control stick would increase
as the aircraft strayed from its predetermined path. Bennet’s experiment was conducted
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using eight US Air Force Pilots. The results of the experiment, while not statistically
significant, did show a likely performance boost for low-level navigation activities.
2.5.2 Operator Performance. The goal of the adaptive system is to improve
operator performance. Operator performance therefore makes an appealing metric for
triggering automation assistance. In an analysis of triggering mechanisms for adaptive
function allocation, Scallen [37] points out a flaw in this reasoning. For the aircraft domain,
measuring performance can be a difficult task. Performance is a measure of the pilot’s
efficiency and progress toward meeting mission objectives. The accuracy of the performance
metric would depend on how well the system can predict the outcomes of the actions that
the pilot is taking.
Another approach to using operator performance as a triggering mechanism relies on
the correlation between performance and workload. Wickens [47] describes the relationship
between performance and workload as being complex. It is not always the case that
increases in workload will lead to decreases in performance. Just as having too much
workload can lead to overload and performance decreases, having too little workload can
lead to boredom which will also lead to decreased performance [24].
Wickens’ Multiple Resource Theory (MRT), shown in Figure 2, allows cognitive tasks
to be decomposed and analyzed based on the individual components used in the taxonomy.
Using MRT, a careful analysis of tasking can be performed to determine which tasks are
complementary, and which tasks will exhibit resource collisions. These collisions can be
reasonably expected to create overloads, thereby negatively impacting performance.
Calhoun [9] made use of performance-based triggers to conduct an Adaptive Level
of Automation (ALOA) study in a simulated multi-UAV control task. This experiment
required subjects to monitor several UAVs, manage flight paths and alerts, and analyze
sensor imagery returned by the simulated aircraft. The system made use of a performance-
based trigger to implement multiple levels of automation for aiding with the image analysis
task. The results of the study showed that an improvement in operator response times and
a reduction in subjective workload was achieved through the use of the adaptive interface
when compared to results where the adaptive interface was not used.
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Figure 2 Wickens’ Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) Model [41].
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2.5.3 Physiometric Indicators. Physiological reactions occur in humans during
times of stress [48]. Stress has been shown to correlate well with mental workload [40, 48].
Because physiological indicators are always present, they offer good potential sources for
measuring a persons mental workload [48]. This physiologically derived mental workload
value can then be used as a trigger for enabling and disabling interface automation, forming
a closed-loop system to regulate workload. Prinzel [31] conducted a study to test the
effectiveness of such a system. Their system made use of an Electroencephalogram (EEG)
to measure mental activity. The study showed that there was potential for the success
of such a system based on the EEG index values recorded in their experimental data.
Regardless of exactly which physiological indicators are used, it is imperative that the
system be capable of accurately determining the operator’s state [48].
2.6 Usability Challenges
The primary goal of the methods examined in this research is to increase operator-
system performance. There are however certain challenges that can prevent the help such
a system provides from having its intended effect. These challenges are one of the main
reasons for the existence of the human factors discipline. Factors such as transparency,
predictability, trust, and over reliance can play a large role in determining both the short
and long-term success and effectiveness of any system that involves Human Computer
Interfaces (HCI) [17]. If these factors aren’t carefully considered, and their related issues
mitigated, the resulting system may have usability problems that outweigh the benefits
the system is intended to provide [18, 21].
For a system’s operator to maintain the best possible level of awareness they must
have a good understanding of the motivations that drive all decision making processes
[17]. When decision making takes place entirely in the head of the operator, his or her own
motivating factors are obvious and internally available. However, when decision-making
tasks are outsourced to automation, the operator may become disconnected from or entirely
unaware of the considerations that are taken into account in order to arrive at a course of
action. This lack of situational awareness only leads to further issues with predictability,
trust, and over reliance.
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Predictability is one of the most important elements of a decision support system
[17]. The operator of such a system should always be able to determine with a significant
amount of certainty how the system will behave for a given state and input. When the
system behaves spontaneously it can leave the operator in a state of confusion and endanger
the overall goals of unobtrusiveness and controllability [18]. In order to maintain both
predictability and transparency the user must have access to a system’s rationale, including
why the system is making recommendations and how it is generating them [6].
A system must engender a certain level of trust with its operator if it is to be useful
[28]. If an operator has no trust in the system then they will not derive the potential benefit
it has to offer. Conversely, if the operator trusts the system’s advice excessively they will
become over reliant on the system [18]. The best balance is achieved when the operator
has a good level of awareness with regard to the system’s decision-making processes and
is fully competent in the field for which the decisions are being made.
The use of decision support systems may have negative long-term side-effects such as
over reliance [10]. If the operator chooses to rely too heavily on decision-making assistance,
their own ability to make unaided decisions could become compromised. In cases where the
system providing decision-making support fails, the operator’s performance may actually
be worse than it otherwise would have been in manual mode, due to being out of practice.
2.7 General Goals and Tenets
The prior work includes lists of general goals and tenets that establish basic principles
governing the way a proposed system should operate. Establishing these principles early
in the beginning of the design process is important because they provide the foundation
for the proposed system.
One system employing a mixed-initiative interface approach summed up its usability
goals as follows: maintain user control, provide customization support non-intrusively, and
maintain predictability and transparency [6]. Others begin the design process with more
defined and elaborate goals and goal descriptions such as those listed in Table 2.
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Figure 3 Overview of usability challenges for user-adaptive systems [18].
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Table 2 Critical factors for the effective integration of automated services with direct
manipulation interfaces [16].
2.8 Gaps in Research
Two omissions from the studies examined are valid trials establishing solid metrics
for the importance that trust and over-reliance can have [46]. Most of the articles at
least mentioned trust and over reliance as factors, but there were no thorough attempts
to quantify either factors through human trials in a study. In a mixed-initiative semi-
autonomous system the operator will likely have to have some level of trust in the system
before allowing it to perform certain tasks. Trust in automation is something that should
be further examined when deciding if such a system is feasible and if it could be effective.
Over-reliance by the operator was somewhat touched upon in Endsley and Kaber’s study
[12]. They measured the time it took for a human to recover from a system failure. While
one may be able to infer operator reliance from this metric, it is not exactly the same thing.
If the system is constantly performing tasks that were once performed by the operator,
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his skill may begin to atrophy and reduced system performance will be the likely result
when the automation fails. This work addresses the over-reliance issue by maintaining
automation at the lowest levels needed to produce a certain level of performance.
2.9 Summary
The literature survey examined several different methods for integrating automation
into a user interface. Methods such as interface modification in the Dynamic Adaptive
Interface (DAI) and Intelligent Adaptive Interface (IAI) concepts are more covert. Rather
than taking on operator tasks the intelligence works to improve operator performance by
optimizing the flow of information to and from the operator. The Adaptive Intelligent
Agent (AIA) portion of the IAI concept and the LOA taxonomy and study presented by
Endsley and Kaber offer a different style of intelligence integration through the use of
mixed-initiative agents. This style is more overt. After the first level of autonomy, manual
mode, each successive level allows the system to either make suggestions or to take action.
In this case the goal of the system is to optimize overall performance.
Each of these methods of automation integration have merit and could use further
study. All three methods are based on sound engineering principles and include human
factors considerations. Some of the features of each overlap, and the three methods listed
here may not be mutually exclusive. The idea of an Intelligent Adaptive Interface that
makes use of Adaptive Intelligent Agents that each operate at independent Levels of Au-
tomation in order to maximize the overall performance of the human-machine system is
particularly intriguing. Each agent in such a system could work to maximize a given goal.
These agents could be managed by the operator through the interface or by an additional
control agent.
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3. Agent Development
Operators of future command and control systems will be challenged by ever increasing
workloads. Complex interfaces that require operators to monitor and perform multiple
distinct tasks ultimately lead to operator overload. Building automation into Human
Computer Interfaces (HCI) has shown promise as a method for mitigating such overloads
[12, 37, 9, 34]. Determining exactly when and how to provide automation assistance
during periods of high workload has become a key factor for successful systems. The
presented approach involves implementing automation through an Intelligent Adaptive
Interface (IAI) framework.
This chapter presents a formal definition of the problem and describes the solution.
Information pertinent to the development of the intelligent agent and it’s component parts
are presented.
3.1 Problem Description
System operators can easily become overloaded by interfaces that require the operator
to perform and monitor multiple distinct tasks. As the number of tasks an operator is
given responsibility for increases, the amount of time they have available to spend on each
decreases. Furthermore, the theory of cognitive load suggests that there is a limited amount
of information we as humans can store in our working memory [22]. When the speed at
which a system operates, or the number of tasks it requires the operator to perform increase,
the workload the system places on the operator will increase as well. If the workload level
rises to the point where it exceeds the operator’s capabilities, the operator will become
overloaded and the system’s overall performance will begin to degrade.
At its core, the problem of mitigating overload in multi-tasking interface environ-
ments represents a classification problem. Given the state of the system and a set of
inputs (features), action must be taken to mitigate the overload condition. The problem
is therefore defined by its inputs and its action space.
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3.2 Problem Definition
For a given system, operator, and interface, an IAI must take action such that the
overall performance with regard to interface interactions is maximized.
Due to the stochastic nature of most operating environments, it is important to make
the distinction between overall system performance and performance within the interface.
Stochastic environments can impose a high level of variance into a system. Overall sys-
tem performance can reflect this variance, and therefore be an unreliable indicator of the
effectiveness of the IAI.
For IAI solutions to be truly adaptive, they must take into account the characteristic
features of the operator. This problem can be compounded by the heterogeneous mix of
operators for the given system. Operator skill levels may range from novice to expert.
Actions that are beneficial for one skill level may be detrimental for another.
A solution to the problem is represented by a classification table for each operator
that maps their performance, workload, and the current state of the interface to an action.
This action should modify the state of the adaptive interface in a way that is expected to
increase the combined performance of interface interactions.
3.3 Workload Measures
Before we can develop a mechanism to mitigate operator overload, we must first
consider the different methods by which our system can determine operator workload
levels. Traditionally, workload has been derived using one of three methods.
3.3.1 Subjective Workload. Subjective workload measures are obtained by asking
the operator to rate what they believe the workload level was for a task on a given scale [25].
Subjective measures are highly regarded because they are thought to be fairly accurate and
fool-proof. They do have downsides however. The person giving the subjective workload
measure must explicitly participate in the measuring activity, which can take the form
of a verbal or written questionnaire. The measure is dependent on the honesty of the
respondent, whose motives may not be entirely clear. Additionally, the individual providing
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the measure might be good at differentiating two different workload conditions, but they
might not be able to accurately rate it on a scale against which future measures could be
compared. Users often use mitigation stragegies (avoid, transfer, delay, simplify) to reduce
workload, and this behavior will affect their ability to estimate workload. Subjective
measures are also time consuming, and cannot usually be collected in real-time. This
factor limits the quality and resolution the subjective measure can provide, especially in
real-time system modification.
3.3.2 Performance Based Workload. Performance based workload is determined
by analyzing an operator’s performance at the activity they are performing [9]. Workload
and performance usually have an inverse relationship. Poor performance can be indicative
of high workload. Good performance can be indicative of low or manageable workload
levels. The downside of using performance-based workload measures is that by the time
workload increases have been detected, performance has already begun to suffer.
3.3.3 Physiometric Workload. A subject’s physiological features can be used to
determine their approximate workload level [48]. This measure is based on the fact that
humans experience measurable physiological changes as workload levels increase. Most of-
ten, high workload levels induce stress and the fight-or-flight response. Workload increases
can be expressed physiologically as increases in heart rate, galvanic skin response, and
decreased pupil size. More complex measuring techniques can derive workload by tracking
gaze patterns or by directly measuring brainwave activity with an electroencephalogram.
Physiological measures may be able to give an indication of workload levels before the
workload levels begin to have a significant impact on performance. Some physiological
measuring devices can be invasive however, requiring the operator to wear electrodes and
other measurement apparati. Even measures that are traditionally considered to be non-
invasive, such as eye-tracking, can require that the operator sit or behave in a manner that
allows the measurement device to consistently be able to track the operator’s features.
Additionally, some physiometric signals may be delayed or reactive rather than predictive.
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3.4 Methods of Automation
The AIA will be responsible for setting the appropriate automation mode. Con-
sideration must therefore be given to the automation scheme that the interface employs.
Potential schemes for our agent testbed include automation by levels [12], automation by
individual tasks [37], and mixed-mode automation.
3.4.1 Automation by Levels. One method by which tasks within the interface can
be automated is by grouping them into Levels of Automation (LOA) [12]. The levels con-
stitute a taxonomy that ranks the automation from full manual control to full automation.
Each level specifies the different types of tasks that the automation will assume control
over. These tasks can include planning, including analysis of alternatives, decision making,
and implementation. The automation can also be mixed-initiative. In a mixed-initiative
system, the agent proposes a course of action and waits for the operator’s approval be-
fore implementing it. Under the LOA scheme, the system’s automation level is simply a
sliding scale. The agent’s possible actions include increasing, decreasing, or leaving the
automation level as is.
3.4.2 Automation by Individual Tasks. Another method of automating interface
activities involves breaking the automation down by individual tasks [37]. Each task is
then assigned a mode, either manual control or complete automation. This scheme allows
more complex and custom permutations of automation activities, but comes at the expense
of greater complexity in the agent’s action space.
3.4.3 Mixed Mode Automation. Mixed mode automation is a hybrid between
automation by levels and automation by individual tasks. With mixed mode automation,
levels of automation can be applied to individual tasks or groups of similar or related
tasks within the interface. This scheme has the advantage of offering higher fidelity in the
assignment of automated activities, while at the same time reducing the complexity of the
agent’s action space.
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3.5 An Agent-based Reinforcement Learning Approach
The relationship between an operator’s workload and their combined system-operator
performance is complex [24]. No single mapping between workload and performance can
be applied to all system operators. Each operator brings certain traits, skill sets, and
proficiency levels that make them unique. The mapping between workload and performance
must therefore be learned for each operator and interface. In order to learn this mapping,
the solution involves the use of a reinforcement learning agent. The reinforcement learning
agent monitors the interactions of the operator and interface. It specifically attempts to
learn when the introduction of automation improves performance for a given pre-existing
workload level and performance level. Once the agent has learned the most appropriate
times to introduce interface automation for a given operator, it will be capable of improving
the overall system performance.
To test this hypothesis, we have developed the agent and an agent testbed (described
in Chapter 4). The agent monitors task performance and overall workload for the testbed
tasks. At certain time intervals, the agent is given the choice to increase, decrease, or leave
automation levels untouched for each of the tasks in the testbed. By enabling automation
within the interface, the agent is able to manipulate the workload and cognitive load levels
for the operator. By increasing automation, when appropriate, the agent will be able to
decrease the cognitive load of the operator. When automation is enabled for a particular
task, the operator will be able to focus their attention on the remaining non-automated
tasks. Their cognitive load will therefore be reduced. By allowing the operator to focus
their effort on the tasks that they can efficiently manage, and automating those that
they cannot, the agent-based approach will lead to increased overall system performance.
The elements that define the artificial agent include performance measures, environment,
actuators, and sensors (PEAS) as well as the method it uses to define a mapping between
them [35].
3.5.1 Performance Measures. Overall system performance measures are gener-
ally task specific. Each type of system has different methods for measuring its own success.
For stochastic environments, these measures are subject to variance imposed by the envi-
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Figure 4 Agent-System Integration Diagram.
ronment. This variance poses a risk to our agent. If the variance is significant enough, it
can influence the agent’s behavior. To mitigate this variance, the performance measure for
the interface agent must be derived from the system’s overall performance without being
directly linked to it. It is important that measures be normalized so that valid comparisons
can be directly made between two separate values without regard to additional factors.
Our agent makes use of a simple performance ratio. The ratio provides a measure
of the effectiveness that was achieved under the current adaptive scheme for a given time
period compared to what could otherwise have been achieved under the best alternative
scheme during that same time period.
3.5.2 Agent Environment. The agent exists in a hybrid environment. While it
enables and disables automation activities within the operator interface, it does not entirely
reside there. The inputs it receives come from system outputs and workload sensors that
exist outside of the interface. Because the sensors that feed data to the agent may be
imperfect, the overall environment is only partially observable.
The AIA acts between the operator interface and the system’s array of automation
activities, as shown in Figure 4. The operator interacts with the system through the opera-
tor interface. Data can also be collected from the operator through the use of physiometric
sensors. This data, once properly correlated with the operator’s workload level, can be
used by the agent as a workload feature to select an action or automated mode. The
agent, using this physiometric data along with workload data from the interface, chooses
the appropriate mode to select for interface automation.
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3.5.3 Agent Action Space. The interface agent affects the environment by im-
plementing actions that are explicitly defined in its action space. The action space for
the agent in a given state includes all possible automation modes available for transition
from the current state. Our agent and agent testbed make use of the automation by tasks
scheme.
3.5.4 Agent Sensory Inputs. The sensor inputs required by the agent to make
automation decisions include the current state of system automation, the current system
performance, and the operator’s current workload level. Because our system uses multiple
agents to reduce complexity, the workload and performance of the overall system must be
accounted for in the state representation for each of the interface’s individual agents.
3.5.5 Reinforcement Learning. Deciding when to enable or disable automation
for a particular task is an important consideration for the agent. Because we are looking
to augment the abilities of a human operator, rather than fully automate them, it must be
true that the operator brings something to the table that full automation cannot provide.
It may be that the automation is imperfect, and that the human operator is able to
perform the task better than the automation. The automation may also be brittle. There
may be certain failure modes to which it is particularly susceptible. Human operators
are generally very robust, and unlike automation, can usually reason their way through
unknown scenarios. Additionally, there may be tasks that the automation will not be
allowed to perform because of safety, legal, or ethical concerns. For these reasons, the
agent must strive to maintain the highest level of operator awareness and involvement.
Every operator is different. Each has different skill levels and different capabilities
to handle varying workload levels. Additionally, the response each operator gives, both
performance and physiological, varies from person to person. The agent must therefore be
able to learn the different thresholds for each operator and provide an automation response
that is most appropriate for the operator.
Given the preceding considerations, the agent uses a reinforcement learning approach
to learn the best action to take for a given operator at a given time. The Q-Learning
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State(n)← AState(n) ∗ Perf(n) ∗ otherAState ∗ otherPerf ∗Workload
AState(n) =
{
1 Manual
2 Automated
Perf(n) = {1, 2, 3}
otherAState = round
[(∑
AState−AState(n)
)
/(n− 1)
]
otherPerf = round
[(∑
Perf − Perf(n)
)
/(n− 1)
]
Workload = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
Figure 5 Agent state function.
procedural control algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. The agent’s state is defined by
the current state of the automation activities, the operator’s current physiological workload
indications, and the operator’s current performance, as depicted in Table 3 and defined in
Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows the five values that define each agent’s state. AState(n) represents
the agent’s state, manual or automated. Perf(n) is a performance value, discretized from
1 to 3, that represents how well the tasks that the agent is responsible for are being
performed. otherAState is a rounded average of the automation states for all other agents
in the system. otherPerf is a rounded average of the performance values for all other
agents in the system. The final state component, Workload is a value representing the
overall system workload discretized from 1 to 10.
Table 3 Agent state representation specification.
For each state that is encountered, the agent is given the option of taking actions that
may or may not increase overall system performance. The action, coupled with the state
from which it was made, is known as a state-action pair. The total number of state-action
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pairs is equal to the sum of the number of actions for every possible state. The action
space for the agent consists of two discrete actions, enable or disable automation.
As actions are taken in the environment, a reinforcement learner records the perfor-
mance level that is achieved for each state-action pair. This recorded knowledge can then
be exploited at a later point. If the agent reaches a state for which possible state-action
pairs have been previously explored, the agent can exploit that information to choose the
best action that historically yielded the best performance.
If a system is highly dynamic, the agent must occasionally forgo the exploitation of
historic results to detect change and determine the new results that each state-action pair
will achieve. This is done by using a probabilistic model to determine when the agent
should try a random action (exploration) and when it should take action based on what
historically was the best course of action (exploitation).
Algorithm 1 Q-Learning Procedural Control Algorithm [43].
INITIALIZE Q(s, a) arbitrarily
Repeat (for each episode):
Initialize s
Repeat (for each step of episode):
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q
Take action a, observe r, s′
Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α [rt+1 + γmaxaQ(st+1, a)−Q(st, at)]
s← s′
until s is terminal
3.5.6 Implications of Exploration. For a reinforcement agent to learn, it must
explore the outcomes of its state-action pairs. Exploration occurs when the agent chooses
to take an action other than what it has determined was previously the best possible action
for a given state. This can take place randomly, according to a probabilistic model, or when
the agent reaches a state for which no actions have previously been explored.
When the agent is first initialized, it does not possess any knowledge about which
actions are appropriate for a given automation state and sensor input. Therefore, all
initial actions in the system are exploratory, and essentially random. As the agent works
to explore state-action sequences, it gains knowledge that it can exploit when the state
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is encountered again. This period for the agent is known as the initial learning phase.
For a system involving a human operator this phase may be especially frustrating. The
agent will explore all courses of action, including those with poor outcomes, until the best
possible state-action pairs have been identified and can be exploited.
Because the agent plays a role in a dynamic system, it must be continuously learning
so that it can adapt to change. These changes can be the result of new system performance
or mission profiles. The operator can also change. As their proficiency with the system
improves, the automation assistance they receive must adapt. An automation style that
had been appropriate at a lower skill level may no longer be appropriate once they become
more experienced. For a reinforcement learner, continuation learning takes place randomly.
The frequency of this continuation learning is predefined in the system. These random
actions may not always produce positive results.
3.5.7 State Change Intervals. When the interface automation state is changed
there will be a period during which the workload and performance levels change and then
stabilize. It is important that the agent allow enough time for the values to stabilize
before recording the outcome of the previous state change. If the values are not allowed to
stabilize, outcomes for state-action pairs will not be accurate. Only after the values have
stabilized, and the results of the prior state change have been recorded, can further state
change opportunities be evaluated. Based on the literature evaluated in Section 2.4, the
state change interval selected for our agent is 30 seconds.
3.5.8 Keeping the Human in the Loop. If the overall performance of the interface
automation exceeds the performance achieved when the operator directly manipulates the
interface, the agent may learn that the best course of action is to fully automate the
system. This behavior would violate one of our core goals, which is the need to keep the
human operator in the loop as much as possible. It may therefore be necessary to pad the
performance measure of the human operator such that the human operator is rewarded
with a higher performance value than the automation.
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3.5.9 Agent Process. The agent process, based on the Q-Learner RL paradigm,
is listed in Algorithm 2. The agent repeatedly selects the best available action for the
given state, implements the selected action, and then waits 30 seconds to determine the
outcome. Once the outcome is determined the agent determines the next state, based on
the new system state. The outcome from the previous state choice is also saved in the Q
table using the reward function from Figure 6. This process repeats continuously until the
system’s exit conditions are met.
Algorithm 2 Agent Process Pseudocode.
INITIALIZE QLearner
while Not ExitCondition do
CurrentAction⇐ QLearner.getAction(CurrentState)
IMPLEMENT CurrentAction
DELAY 30 Seconds
nextState⇐ getState(AutomationState, Performance,OtherAutomationStates,
OtherPerformance,Workload)
Reward⇐ Performance
QLearner.update(CurrentState,NextState, CurrentAction,Reward)
CurrentState← NextState
end while
3.5.10 Agent Reward Function. The agent’s reward function, described in Figure
6, determines what value will be passed on and accumulated in the Q table for the prior
state-action pair. The reward function for the agent is designed with a penalty coefficient,
δ, for automation activities. This coefficient serves to bias the reward function such that
manual operation is preferred to automation by a margin of δ. The actual performance
for each activity is reported to the agent as a decimal percentage between 0 and 1. The
value represents the ratio of the current performance for the task out of the maximum
possible performance. Scoring calculations for the activities in the testbed are established
in Chapter 4.
3.5.11 Accelerated Learning Strategies. The initial learning phase of a reinforce-
ment learner is characterized by instability. The random actions taken by the agent while
it learns will negatively affect the performance of the overall system. Depending on the
complexity of the state space and numbers of possible actions, this negative affect could
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Reward← (actualPerformance− 1)− ((AState(n)− 1) ∗ δ
actualPerformance = {0..1}
AState(n) =
{
1 Manual
2 Automated
δ = AutomationPenaltyCoefficient
Figure 6 Agent reward function.
last for a significant period of time. If absolutely nothing were known about the agent
environment, then this period of poor performance would be a necessary cost.
Fortunately, we are not completely oblivious to the nature of the agent environment.
By analyzing the characteristics of an operator’s performance and workload features dur-
ing a calibration, certain assumptions can be made that may help to approximate when
automation state transitions would be appropriate. These assumptions can be used to
pre-populate the knowledge of the reinforcement learner. The pre-populated values are
unlikely to be perfect, however they may help to mitigate the performance decrease that
is usually present while the agent is in its infancy. Eventually, the pre-populated values
will become insignificant as the agent continues to learn from the actual environment.
One of the main benefits of the reinforcement learning approach to this problem is
that it creates an agent capable of offering personalized automation assistance to the op-
erators. Because of the different skill levels and preferences of the operators, it is expected
that there will be variability between agents for different operators. It is likely however
that using another operator’s agent will produce better results during the early training
stages than would be achieved by training a new agent from scratch. This presents another
possible source for data to pre-populate the learning agent.
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4. Experimental Methodology
To test the Automation Mode Selection (AMS) agent’s performance, a simulated multi-
tasking interface environment is required. This environment, named Workload and Au-
tomation Level Response Simulator (WALRuS), will be used to gather experimental data
from human operators performing simple tasks with variable workload levels. Because the
testbed will not include a feedback mechanism to allow the operator to report their actual
workload, the workload value, referenced henceforth, is the user’s perceived workload as
derived from their task load. The simulation will record the operator’s performance for
each perceived workload level to which the operator is subjected. The simulation will al-
low for several modes, testing the subject’s performance both with and without the use
of the automation mode selection agent. For a single subject, comparisons can then be
made showing potential performance differences with the addition of the AMS agent. Data
collected will also be used to build a performance profile for each subject. This data will
be used as a source of oﬄine training material for the agent.
4.1 System Engineering Methodology
4.1.1 Requirements and Architecture. The overarching system is composed of
two main components. The first component, described in Chapter 3, is the AMS agent.
The second component is the AMS testbed, WALRuS. WALRuS will be used to build a
performance profile for human subjects. This will be accomplished by testing subjects with
workload inducing tasks and measuring their performance. The performance profile will
provide a measure of the performance a subject is capable of achieving for a given workload,
over a range of workload levels. The AMS agent shall be capable of using this performance
profile as training data to determine LOA thresholds, thereby mapping workload levels
to specific Levels of Automation (LOAs). This mapping will then be imported by the
AMS testbed, allowing the simulated performance achieved through the use of the AMS’s
mapping to be determined through the use of automated trials.
4.1.2 System Verification and Validation. Interface trials conducted in WALRuS
will include descriptive event and data logging for all simulation events. By logging all
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Figure 7 Systems Engineering Process, V Model [30].
events, verification and validation can be achieved by analyzing data logs post-trial and
matching actual LOA changes with those specified by the AMS agent’s output.
4.1.3 Operation and Maintenance. The AMS testbed will be operated in two
modes. The first mode is the profile building mode. This mode will not incorporate any
automated functionality, nor will it be used to test any portion of the AMS agent. The
purpose of the profile building mode is to construct a performance versus workload profile
for a single specific human subject. The second mode is the AMS agent performance test
mode. This mode will incorporate two LOAs. The workload and performance thresholds
for these LOAs will be determined by the output of the AMS agent. The purpose of this
mode is to build a second performance versus workload profile that will allow comparative
performance to be analyzed.
4.2 Requirements Specification
The testbed environment’s interface shall be designed to conform to certain pre-
defined requirements to effectively meet the needs of the research. Each of these require-
ments are broken down, defined, and analyzed in the requirements specification sections
below.
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4.2.1 Hardware Requirements. The testbed simulation environment shall run
on a hardware platform running the Windows 7 operating system. The system shall
accept inputs from the operator through the use of keyboard and mouse input devices.
The simulation shall operate in full-screen mode, with only the minimum required visual
information relevant to the simulation being displayed to the subject.
4.2.2 Interface Complexity. The subject demographic for this study includes Air
Force enlisted, officer, and civil service personnel. No specific technological or operation
background will be required. It is expected that subjects will be familiar with the use
of standard ”point-and-click” interface operations. The interface will therefore not be
targeted toward any operational system or platform, and instead represent generic tasks
that a subject can be trained to perform in a short amount of time. Additionally, the
simulation and interface must be simple enough that it can be properly implemented and
tested in order to meet the time line available for the study.
4.2.3 Multi-Tasking Environment. The impetus for the development of the AMS
agent comes from operator performance and overload issues that arise in the MAC and
UAV communities. These issues are a direct result of demands placed on the operator by
multiple simulateous tasks. Therefore, the environment for which the interface is developed
shall include elements that test the operator’s ability to multi-task, or manage different
tasks, each with their own separate interface elements, simultaneously. The individual
tasks shall also be representative of the types of tasks performed by UAV operators. These
tasks may include, but are not limited to, system monitoring, tracking, communications,
and resource management activities.
4.2.4 Data Collection Rate. The agent described in Chapter 3, Agent Develop-
ment, requires up-to-date workload and performance data to determine automation states
and to update the agent’s table of expected utility. To meet this need, the simulation shall
provide workload and performance data to the agent at a rate equal to, or better than, the
agent’s state change interval. The minimum value for the state change interval is expected
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to be 15 seconds. Therefore, to ensure appropriately filtered data is available to meet this
requirement, performance data shall be collected at a rate of 1 Hz or better.
4.2.5 Workload Variability. To properly test the operator’s response to varying
workload levels, the simulation shall be capable of varying the operator’s task loading.
This task loading, which will be referred to as the simulation workload level, shall be
quantifiable on a discrete scale from 1 to 10. The workload level should correlate to actual
operator task loading in a linear fashion. While the workload level shall be recorded and
used as input to the AMS agent, it shall not be made visible to subjects of the experiment.
4.2.6 Physiometric Workload Measurement. While the simulation workload level
can provide a value indicating the operator’s task loading, it does not provide any insight
into the operator’s cognitive loading. Therefore, the testbed shall include provisions for the
measurement and recording of at least one physiometric workload indicator. Some potential
candidates include EEG, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), Heart Rate (HR), and Eye Blink
Rate (EBR). The physiometric indicator is expected to correlate to their cognitive loading.
This value should provide insight into the operator’s mental state at the varying workload
levels.
Provisions for the selected physiometric indicator should be accounted for when de-
signing other aspects of the simulation. Some physiometric sensors may require the opera-
tor to sit in a certain spot without moving. Others may inhibit the use of hands and arms,
requiring consideration when designing the methods by which the operator is expected to
input data for the experiment.
4.3 Multi-Attribute Task Battery
In 1992, psychology researchers Arnegard and Comstock devised an experiment called
the Multiple Attribute Task Battery (MATB) [2]. The MATB was developed as an ex-
perimental testbed to analyze the performance of operators while they performed multiple
simultaneous tasks. The set of tasks was designed to be representative of the types of
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Figure 8 MATB-II experimental interface testbed developed by NASA [26].
tasks that are performed by pilots, air crew, and other equipment operators. The testbed
allowed experimental interface elements to be tested in a controlled environment.
Researchers at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) mod-
ernized the experiment in 2003 by creating the MATB-I and later the MATB-II [26]. The
experiment includes tasks that test the operator’s ability to perform system monitoring,
tracking, communications, and resource management tasks. As shown in Figure 8, the
MATB layout includes a main screen with subpanels for each of the tasks the experiment’s
subject is expected to perform. NASA’s MATB-II includes provisions for both visual and
auditory alerts and instructions.
The MATB meets most of the requirements for our interface testbed. It is also an
accepted and well-known tool in the psychology community for testing experimental user
interface designs. These factors make the MATB style of experiment testbed an ideal
candidate to form the basis for our experimental testbed. Unfortunately, NASA’s MATB-
II platform does not meet all of the requirements for our testbed. In order to meet these
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requirements, the testbed will be custom built and given a visual interface that closely
resembles the MATB style of experiment.
4.4 Developing an Agent Testbed
To test the effectiveness of the agent-based reinforcement learning approach on in-
terface automation mode selection, a battery of tasks representative of Multiple Aircraft
Control (MAC) has been selected. This task battery will exercise the operator’s ability to
manage high workload scenarios by presenting the operator with a range of workload levels.
The rate at which the operator is subjected to tasking is used to increase their workload
level. The rate will be adjusted beyond the point at which they would normally become
task saturated in an unaided state. Unlike the MATB, this testbed uses a single mode of
data representation and response. The sections below describe the development of our sim-
ulation testbed, named Workload and Automation Level Response Simulator (WALRuS),
and enumerates the design features that allow it to meet the system’s requirements.
4.4.1 Target Platform. In order to streamline the testbed development process,
the Python programming language was selected as the primary language for the testbed
implementation [33]. Python offers many advantages which make it ideal for this type
of project. Python’s main advantage is that it is portable. Code written in Python is
stored as text-based scripts, rather than compiled binaries. While the target system is the
Windows 7 operating system, the Python code developed for this project can be executed
on other platforms, such as Mac OS and Linux, without modification. Python is also free
to use and is licensed as open source software. This ensures that other parties will be abe
to effectively duplicate this research, or re-use the testbed for future research.
In addition to Python’s other appealing attributes, one of its greatest benefits is the
wide availability of Python libraries. These libraries extend the language and give pro-
grammers access to extra hardware and software capabilities. In order to display graphical
interface elements, WALRuS makes use of the Pygame graphics library [32]. Like Python,
Pygame is licensed as open source software and is developed and maintained by members
of an online community. Pygame offers advantages that help speed up graphics processing,
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Figure 9 WALRuS Full Operator Interface Screen.
such as hardware graphics acceleration and multi-core CPU support. It also incorporates
functions to make drawing graphical elements easier from a programmer’s perspective, and
includes functionality necessary for the acquisition of operator input from the mouse and
keyboard.
4.4.2 Interface Tasks. The tasks WALRuS presents to the operator are broken
down into four independent subpanels. None of the tasks are co-dependent, and inputs
and operator performance in any one panel have no effect on the events that occur in
the other three. The four tasks are modeled after the types of tasks included in NASA’s
implementation of the MATB. Each is intented to be representative of activities performed
by pilots and flight crew. Minor modifications have been made to increase the rate at which
events occur, for which high-resolution operator performance can be measured, as well as
changes to make the tasks more representative of the activities performed by operators
of unmanned aircraft. The four tasks selected for the WALRuS testbed are depicted
in Figure 9. These include system monitoring, object tracking, vehicle assignment, and
resource management tasks.
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Figure 10 WALRuS System Monitoring Task Panel.
4.4.2.1 System Monitoring Task. The system monitoring task, shown in
Figure 10, occupies the upper left quadrant of the testbed’s interface. This task consists of
six separate subtasks. Of the six, four are depicted as level indicators and two are depicted
as simple alert boxes.
The four level indicators trend up and down as the simulation progresses. The speed
at which the indicators move is a function of the simulation’s workload level. When the
indicator reaches or exceeds the portion of the bar marked with red graduations, the
subject must left-click any portion of the indicator bar or label to designate it as an
anomaly. Clicking on the bar causes its label to turn red, as shown in Figure 11. If the
bar’s indicator is not outside of its normal range, clicking on it will not result in an anomaly
designation. When the indicator on a designated bar moves back into the normal range
the anomly designation is automatically removed.
The two alert boxes at the top of the system monitoring panel are triggered through-
out the simulation. When the alert is triggered the box turns red, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11 WALRuS System Monitoring Task Panel: Designating Indicator Errors.
Figure 12 WALRuS System Monitoring Task Panel: Triggered Alert Box.
When this occurs, the subject must left-click the box to acknowledge the alert. When the
alert is acknowledged the background color returns to the un-triggered state.
Scoring for the system monitoring task panel is recorded at a rate of 60Hz. Cal-
culations for the task’s total score are shown in Figure 13. Each of the six subtasks are
weighted equally. Each of the level indicators is awarded a score of 1 if they are within
their normal operating range, or if they are outside of their normal operating range and
designated. If the indicator is outside of the normal operating range without being des-
ignated, the subtask is awarded a score of 0. The alert boxes are awarded a score of 1
when they are not illuminated, and a score of 0 when they are illuminated bright red. The
combined score for the panel is the sum of these individual scores divided by the number
of subtasks.
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Indicator(n) =

0 Alert Range, Not Designated
1 Alert Range, Designated
1 Normal Range
AlertBox(n) =
{
0 Illuminated
1 Not Illuminated
Score =
∑
Indicator +
∑
AlertBox
numElements
Figure 13 Monitoring Task Scoring.
Figure 14 WALRuS Tracking Task Panel.
4.4.2.2 Tracking Task. The tracking task, shown in Figure 14, occupies
the upper right quadrant of the testbed’s interface. This panel shows six colored target
circles, three of which are red, and three of which are green. The three red target circles
constantly move in a linear fashion. The speed that the target circles move is a function
of the workload level. Higher workload levels cause the target circles to move faster, while
lower workload levels cause target circles to move slower.
The subject is responsible for keeping the red targets designated. Designating a
target is accomplished by clicking on or near it, causing a designator box to appear as
shown in Figure 15. The designator boxes do not move. When the target leaves the
designator box it is removed. The subject can place an unlimited number of designator
boxes around a single target so long as the target intersects the designator box.
Scoring for the tracking task panel is recorded at a rate of 60Hz. Calculations for
the task’s total score are shown in Figure 16. Each of the targets is assigned a score of
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Figure 15 WALRuS Tracking Task Panel: Target Designator.
Target(n) =
{
0 Not Designated
1 Designated
Score =
∑
Target
numTargets
Figure 16 Tracking Task Scoring.
1 if it is properly designated. If it is not designated, the target is assigned a score of 0.
The combined score for this panel is the sum of the target scores divided by the number
of targets.
4.4.2.3 Vehicle Assignment Task. The vehicle assignment task, shown in
Figure 17, occupies the lower left quadrant of the testbed’s interface. The panel depicts
the mission packages for three UAVs and a vehicle tasking.
For the vehicle assignment task, the subject is responsible for designating a vehicle
that has the appropriate mission package to accomplish the the displayed tasking. For
example, if the the current tasking is ”Task 3”, the subject must select a UAV that has
”3” highlighted in its mission package display. The union of all UAV’s mission packages
is equal to the tasking superset. Therefore, it is possible that more than one UAV will
have the appropriate mission package, but it will never be the case that none of the UAVs
have the appropriate mission package. If more than one UAV is capable of performing the
required tasking, the subject may choose either without penalty.
To select a UAV, the subject must simply click anywhere in the UAV’s listing box.
Selecting the UAV will cause its box to illuminate, as shown in Figure 18. The subject
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Figure 17 WALRuS Vehicle Assignemnt Task Panel.
Figure 18 WALRuS Vehicle Assignemnt Task Panel: UAV Designation.
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Score =

0 No Task Assignment
0 Invalid Task Assignment
1 Valid Task Assignment
Figure 19 Vehicle Assignment Task Scoring.
Figure 20 WALRuS Resource Management Task Panel.
can change the designated UAV at any time. When a new tasking arrives, the mission
packages and UAV designations are reset. The speed at which taskings arrive is a function
of the simulation’s workload level. Lower workload levels cause taskings to arrive at a
slower rate, while higher workload levels cause taskings to arrive at a faster rate.
Scoring for the vehicle assignment task panel is recorded at a rate of 60Hz. Calcula-
tions for the task’s total score are shown in Figure 19. If an appropriate UAV is designated
for the current tasking, the overall task is awarded a score of 1. If no UAV is designated,
or if a UAV is incorrectly designated, the overall task is awarded a score of 0.
4.4.2.4 Resource Management Task. The resource management task, shown
in Figure 10, occupies the lower right quadrant of the testbed’s interface. This tasks panel
consists of two identical subtasks arranged horizontally. The task is represented as a set
of tanks, pumps, and reservoirs. The objective for the subject is to maintain the levels in
the two largest tanks such that they do not exceed the upper or lower bounds marked by
red graduations.
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(a) Pump Off (b) Pump On
(c) Overheat Warning (d) Overheat Disabled
Figure 21 WALRuS Resource Management Task: Pump Status Indicators.
To achieve the task’s objective, the subject must enable or disable certain combina-
tions of the panel’s eight pumps. The pumps consist of black triangles with small inset
circles representing the pump’s current status. Pumps can be enabled or disabled by
clicking on or relatively near the pump. When enabled, the pump will transfer from one
reservoir or tank to another. The direction of flow is the direction in which the triangle
is pointing. With the exception of the circular reservoirs, the pump will lower the level
in the source tank and raise the level in the destination tank. The circular reservoirs can
never run dry, and therefore pumps connected to them have an unlimited charge source.
To ensure that the task does not become a ”set and forget” type of task, the pumps
are set to overheat and fail if they are left on for too long. After a short period of time,
that varies with workload level, enabled pumps will begin to overheat. When this happens
the pump’s status indicator will change to yellow. The operator is given several seconds
to disable the pump before it overheats. When the pump overheats, the status indicator
changes to red. After this occurs the subject must wait for the pump to cool before
its status indicator changes back to white, and it can be restarted. The various status
indicators are depicted in Figure 21.
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Tank(n) =
{
0 Level Exceeds Graduations
1 Level Within Graduations
Score =
∑
Tank
numTanks
Figure 22 Resource Management Task Scoring.
Scoring for the resource management task panel is recorded at a rate of 60Hz. Cal-
culations for the task’s total score are shown in Figure 22. Each of the two main tank
subtasks are weighted equally. For each reporting cycle, the tank scores are reported as 1
or 0. If the tank’s level indicator falls between the red graduations, the score is recorded as
1. If the tank’s level indicator is above or below the red graduations, the score is recorded
as 0.
4.4.2.5 Scenario Generation. The scenario generated by the testbed for
each experiment is created according to a pseudorandom event schedule. Each of the
task panels is designed such that event triggers are unaffected in any way by the operator’s
actions. The occurrence of events in the system monitoring task, tracking task, and vehicle
assignment task occur according to the pseudorandom schedule. The operator is simply
along for the ride, much like a game of ‘Whack-A-Mole’. The resource management task
panel is slightly different. The flow rates of each component in the system are set by
the testbed, however the operator is completely in control of pump operations and pump
response is on a fixed timetable that relates directly to the system’s workload level.
The advantage of the pseudorandom event schedule is that it allows each of the ex-
periment’s human subjects to experience the exact same scenario. It also allows more
flexibility, in that events do not need to be explicity scheduled by researchers. Explicitly
assigned schedules are time consuming to create, especially if multiple scenarios are re-
quired. Under the pseudorandom scenario generation scheme, different schedules can be
created simply by changing the Random Number Generator’s (RNG) seed value, which is
assigned in the parameter section at beginning of the testbed’s Python code.
4.4.3 Workload Variability. The operator’s workload in WALRuS is manipulated
by increasing or decreasing the speed at which events occur in each of the four task panels.
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Figure 23 Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) Finger Electrodes.
The testbed is configured for ten discrete workload levels. The simulation uses a single
workload level to control the speed of all four task panels. The levels represent a linear
relationship to event speed.
4.4.4 Physiometric Workload Measurement. To obtain a biological measure of
the operator’s workload the system measures and records physiometric data from the
subject. The physiological indicator used by WALRuS is Galvanic Skin Response (GSR).
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) is a measure of skin conductivity. High workload scenarios
evoke stress, causing the subject’s eccrine glands to excrete perspiration. Prior studies
have shown that GSR correlates well with workload [40].
In order to measure the subject’s GSR, WALRuS requries that the subject wear a
monitoring device while participating in the experiment. The stainless steel finger elec-
trodes, shown in Figure 23, are worn on the middle and index fingers of the subject’s
non-dominant hand. As the subject begins to perspire, the conductivity between the elec-
trodes and the subject’s fingers increases. The circuit, shown in Figure 24, is used to
measure this change. The breadboard shown in Figure 25 is the physical implementation
of this circuit. Changes in conductivity measured across the electrodes is amplified by the
circuit and measured by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). The value is then passed
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Figure 24 Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) Circuit Schematic.
as input to a microcontroller (uC) where it is serialized and transmitted to the computer
running WALRuS.
While recording, the hand to which the GSR electrodes are connected must remain
relatively motionless. Large movements can cause the electrodes to shift, creating noise in
the recording data. Because of this, the GSR electrodes effectively immobilize the subjects
non-dominant hand. The dominant hand is therefore left as the subject’s sole means of
providing input to WALRuS. This factor was taken into consideration while implementing
each of the four task panels. While other implementations of the MATB make use of both
keyboard and mouse inputs [25], WALRuS obtains all input through mouse movements
and mouse clicks.
4.4.5 Data Collection. The WALRuS testbed operates at 60Hz, storing one data
sample per cycle. Data is stored in a comma delimited file, with one value recorded per
cycle for each of the interface’s subtasks. Storing data at these rates allows for greater
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Figure 25 Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) Meter Board.
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flexibility when processing the data after the experiment is complete. Data files written
by WALRuS are then read in by the AMS agent and used for oﬄine training.
4.5 Evaluating Agent Performance
To verify our hypothesis, it must be shown that the agent-based learning approach
results in improved overall system performance. At a minimum, the agent-based approach
must not produce worse results than would be possible if it were not present in the interface.
Additionally, the agent must produce gains that are significant enough to outweigh the
additional costs and constraints its implementation imposes on the system.
4.5.1 Action Space Convergence. One of the weaknesses faced by reinforcement
learners is the time that must be spent to train the agent. For an interface agent, this
learning phase usually requires the active involvement of the human operator. Each state
transition represents a learning opportunity for the agent. In our system, state transitions
are time constrained by the minimum interval required for performance and workload
measures to stabilize. The number of state-action pairs that can be explored is equal to
the number of possible states multiplied by the number of actions that can be performed
from each state. High resolution state spaces with high action counts therefore lead to
massively long learning times for the agent. These long learning times can make human
trials very tedious.
4.5.2 Agent-Based Performance Evaluation. Using human subjects is undeni-
ably the most accurate way to test our interface agent, but the numbers of subjects and
time required to achieve statistically significant results may make using human subjects
impractical. As an alternative, cognitively modeled agents can assume the role of the hu-
man operator. Computer-based agents have the advantage of not becoming fatigued or
distracted. They also do not complain when they are subjected to experiments for long
periods of time. Removing humans from long-duration trials also allows for the stabiliz-
ing time interval to be eliminated, thereby increasing the number of trials that can be
conducted in a given amount of time.
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Figure 26 WALRuS Transition Screen.
4.5.3 Human Study. To test the performance and convergence times for AMS,
agent training must be accomplished with long-duration human trials or with accelerated
trials using the cognitively modeled agents described in section 4.5.2. This study uses
the accelerated method. Source data for the cognitive agents must still be generated.
To do this, WALRuS is used to build a profile correlating a subject’s workload levels to
the performance they are able to achieve for each of the four task panels. To build a
performance profile for an individual subject, WALRuS iterates through the ten workload
levels. The subject’s performance is recorded and averaged over the course of a five minute
trial at each workload setting. At the end of each trial, the screen shown in Figure 26 is
displayed. The subject is allowed a short break to prevent eye and muscle strain. During
this time the screen, shown in Figure 26, is presented. By right-clicking the computer’s
mouse, the subject is able to resume the experiment and begin the next, higher workload,
scenario.
4.5.4 Test for Maximum Sustainable Workload. One tool devised for the WALRuS
testbed to determining the effectiveness of our approach versus a full manual system is the
Maximum Sustainable Workload Test (MSWT). The MSWT is shown in Algorithm 3.
This test is inspired by TCP Reno [23], a network congestion avoidance algorithm for
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packets. TCP Reno adjusts network transmission
rates to maintain the highest possible transmission rate without packet loss. In much the
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same way, the MSWT adjusts workload levels in order to achieve and maintain the highest
possible workload for a given performance.
Algorithm 3 Maximum Sustainable Workload Test Pseudocode.
MPCount← 0
Mode← FS
while Not ExitCondition do
if Performance < ρ then
MPCount←MPCount+ 1
if MPCount >= α then
Threshold←Workload ∗ 
Workload← Threshold
Mode← OA
end if
else
MPCount← 0
if Mode = OA then
Workload = Workload+ δ
end if
if Mode = FS then
Workload = Workload ∗ γ
end if
end if
DELAY β Seconds
end while
4.6 Summary
This chapter documents the development and implementation of the Workload and
Automation Level Response Simulator (WALRuS) testbed. Design considerations and
operator instructions for each of the interface’s four panels is presented. Additionally,
methods used to generate scenarios and record data from experimental trials is discussed.
Finally, a method of using the WALRuS testbed to determine maximum sustainable work-
load is presented.
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5. Analysis and Results
The Workload and Automation Level Response Simulator (WALRuS) testbed was sub-
jected to a limited human study including five subjects. Study participants were scheduled
for ninety minute blocks, of which a total of sixty minutes were used to conduct actual
interface trials. The purpose of these trials was to gather performance data for the subject
at different workload levels. Participation included a ten minute training period followed
by ten separate five minute trials. Prior to beginning the trials, subjects were informed
about the purpose of the study, the nature of the data collected, and of their right to
opt out of the study at any time. Subject training was conducted by the research author
and consisted of one five minute session explaining the operation of the individual tasks,
followed by one five minute practice session to allow the subject to gain experience and
become familiar with the tasks. Once the practice sessions were complete, the first actual
trial was loaded.
The subjects were instructed to proceed at their leisure. By right-clicking the intro-
duction screen, the subject would begin the first timed five minute trial. Once each trial
completed, the load screen would automatically reappear and tell the subject what the
number of the next trial would be. Subjects were allowed necessary time between trials
to rest their eyes and relax. The research author monitored all subjects throughout the
testing phase.
Each of the ten individual trials were conducted at a different workload setting. The
first trial began at the lowest possible workload setting and proceeded to work up to the
highest possible setting by the last trial. Each subject was assigned a unique subject
identification number, and data from all ten of their trials was stored in a single file as
described in Section 4.4.5.
5.1 Subject Performance Profiles
Once a subject had completed the series of ramped workload inducing exercises,
their raw data files were processed to create profiles that matched the subject’s workload
level with a performance level. This workload and performance correlation is later used
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Figure 27 Performance Profile Legend.
to determine how well a subject could be expected to perform given a particular task
workload. The unfiltered data, depicted in Figure 28, shows the performance of each of
the five subjects over the course of the experiment. The legend for the data is included in
Figure 27. The increasing workload, depicted by the blue stepped line, shows a relatively
clear inverse relationship to subject performance for the four task panels.
The performance data for each of the ten trials was then processed to provide an
average performance for each of the workload levels. This data is graphed in Figure 29
for each of the five subjects. The legend for this data is depicted in Figure 27. Figure 29
shows the inverse relationship between workload and performance.
5.2 Agent Response Convergence
One of this study’s main goals was to determine if a reinforcement learner’s action
space would mature towards convergence within a reasonable amount of time. For the
domain, twelve hours of training was selected as a value to be considered a reasonable
learning period. This period represents the amount of time an operator could be expected
to use the system over the course of two working days. In order to test the agent’s
convergence times, the agent was repeatedly assigned data from the the output of the
profile building scenarios. The action selected by the agent was then plotted, as shown in
Figure 30. The results shown in the figure are from a single subject, but are typical of the
study population.
The results in Figure 30 are arranged in a four by ten grid. Each column represents
the action selected by the four agents for a given workload. As one moves to the right in the
listed columns, the workload level increases. Each subgraph shows the agent response as it
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converges to a value. The x-axis represents the number of learning iterations, while the y-
axis shows the agent’s response (manual(1) or automated(2)). The results from numerous
runs indicates that each agent typically converges within 160 iterations. In Section 2.4,
we determined that thirty seconds would be selected as our system’s cycle time. This
indicates that the expected convergence time during an actual human trial could be as
low as eighty minutes for each of the potential workload levels. For our system, with 10
distinct workload levels, the time for complete convergence would be 13.3 hours. This
value assumes that each of the possible workload levels are represented equally throughout
the agent’s training period. In practical use, it is unlikely for this to be the case.
5.3 Cognitive Agent Trial Results
The performance profiles from Section 5.1 formed the basis for the development of our
cognitive agent. These profiles, acting as a Look Up Table (LUT), allowed the Automation
Mode Selection (AMS) agent to report the expected performance of the operator for a
given workload level. Using the agent response table created in Section 5.2, the behavior
of the AMS agent could be determined. These elements allowed a simulated comparative
performance evaluation to be conducted. Each evaluation consisted of a simulated one
hour (120 cycle) test run using the cognitive agent. The results of a typical evaluation
for the data collected from Subject 2 are displayed in Figure 32, with the legend being
displayed in Figure 31.
The workload level that is used to generate each scenario, shown in blue, is created
by a one dimensional pseudo-random walk algorithm. The un-aided performance reported
by the cognitive agent is shown in black, while the expected performance of the overall
system with automation is shown in red. The response of each of the four agents is shown
in the lower half of Figure 32. As the workload increases, a decrease in the cognitive agent’s
performance can be seen. Workload changes that trigger automation mode switches for
each of the four agents can also be seen. Increases in workload generally lead to the agents
switching from manual to automated modes, as would be expected. Decreases in workload
generally lead to agents switching from automated to manual modes, also as would be
expected. The aided system performance exceeds the un-aided performance in all trials.
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As expected, the two performance values are equal when the agents disable all automation
activities.
5.4 Physiometric Workload
The Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) sensor, described in Section 4.4.4, proved to be
troublesome during the initial testing trials. The Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) circuit
that provided data to the microcontroller (uC) was unable to reliably relay data. The exact
cause is still unknown, but it is believed to be a timing issue with the Analog Devices
ADC chip. A replacement ADC box was obtained and connected to the system, however
the additional power requirements it imposed on the circuit damaged the development
board’s voltage regulator. Due to timing constraints, and the lack of immediately available
replacement hardware, the GSR recordings were eliminated from the testing regimen at
the last minute.
Ultimately, the practicality of using a device such as the GSR meter as a source for
physiometric workload data is called into question. Hardware issues aside, the device does
require subjects to immobilize one hand. With only the use of a single hand remaining,
the operator is left with a diminished capacity for physical interaction with the system. It
is unlikely that such a setup would be acceptable on an actual vehicle control console.
5.5 Summary
In order to test the performance and convergence time of the Automation Mode
Selection (AMS) agent, cognitive agents were built using data collected from a series of
limited human trials. These trials tested the level of performance each subject was able to
achieve in the Workload and Automation Level Response Simulator (WALRuS) testbed for
a range of workload levels. The results were used to create a performance profile LUT that
served as the primary data source for each cognitive agent. The cognitive agents were then
exposed to scenarios created by a pseudo-random workload generator. The performance
of the cognitive agent, both with and without the assistance of the AMS agent, were then
displayed for comparison.
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(a) Subject 1
(b) Subject 2
(c) Subject 3
(d) Subject 4
(e) Subject 5
Figure 28 Subject Performance Profiles (Raw Data).
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(a) Subject 1
(b) Subject 2
(c) Subject 3
(d) Subject 4
(e) Subject 5
Figure 29 Subject Performance Profiles (Averages).
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Figure 30 Typical AMS Agent Convergence Cycles.
Figure 31 Cognitive Agent Performance Legend.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
The experiments conducted throughout the course of this research have demonstrated
the feasibility of the intelligent AMS agent concept. Using the four agent model, the
experimental convergence times achieved with the agents came within a small margin
of meeting the goals set as reasonable and efficient. By using either simplified agent
state representations, or a more advanced agent learning paradigm, it is likely that the
convergence times would have surpassed these goals.
Performance profiles created through the use of the study’s human trials have also
confirmed that workload and performance do not possess a simple relationship. Results
from the study data show a complex non-linear relationship that is different for each sub-
ject. This finding confirms the hypothesis that a ‘one size fits all’ approach to automation
mode selection would inevitably produce inferior results.
6.1 Significance of Research
As the USAF continues to pursue MAC for its UAV fleet, steps must be taken to
ensure that aircraft will still be able to be safely controlled under all potential conditions.
Operator overload is one of the most significant hurdles that the MAC concept has yet
to overcome. Automation has been tagged a a potential remedy for operator overload,
but choosing the best way to implement automation while still maintaining the operator’s
situation awareness and preventing operator dependence are largely unanswered questions.
This research proposes new ways to mitigate the effects of operator overload and
improve situation awareness by introducing an intelligent agent into the system interface.
The intelligent agent learns by monitoring an operator’s interactions with the system,
and chooses when the most appropriate times are to implement interface automation.
This research serves as a proof of concept and initial feasibility study to demonstrate the
concept and determine potential agent training times.
Each operator possesses different skill and experience levels. Using a ‘one size fits all’
automation schedule to assist operators is certain to be sub-optimal. The intelligent AMS
agent concept has the potential to improve operator efficiency by introducing automation to
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an interface at the most appropriate time for a given operator. The agent-based approach
also adds the advantage that it can change along with the proficiency of the operator.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
While using the system’s workload and operator’s performance levels as features to
train the agent has shown promise, there may be further gains to be made through the
use of physiometric data as additional training features. Future research should focus on
the use of non-invasive or minimally-invasive physiometric sensors to include additional
biological features to provide insight about the cognitive state of the operator.
When using performance as the sole means of detecting operator overload, the system
must first detect a decrease in performance before it can try to correct it. This means that
performance degradation is unavoidable. Adding perceived workload gives the system a
means of predicting the operator’s cognitive state, and is not susceptible to the same
lag time that performance features are. By using physiometric data, the agent is given
even more insight into the actual cognitive state of the operator. Having access to the
operator’s cognitive state means the agent will be able to detect and mitigate impending
performance degradations that are caused by distractions, fatigue, and other conditions
that exist outside of the system itself.
6.3 Summary
The purpose of this research was to investigate, develop, and test new methods for
mitigating the negative effects of high workload scenarios, while increasing the performance
and operator situation awareness for systems in the MAC domain. A literature review was
conducted to determine the current state of research in this field, and to identify potential
gaps. The identified gaps highlighted the need for better methods of determining how and
when to introduce interface automation.
To fill this requirement, the intelligent AMS agent was proposed. This agent-based
approach, designed to natively adapt to different operators and task applications, is laid
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out in Chapter 3. WALRuS, an agent testbed, was developed to test the AMS agent using
requirements and processes specified in Chapter 4.
A limited human trial was conducted to determine the feasibility and required agent
training times. This study, documented in Chapter 4, provided data and results that show
promise for the intelligent AMS agent concept.
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Appendix A. Institutional Review Board Waiver Letter
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Appendix B. WALRuS Source Code Listing
# Copyright ( c ) <2012> <Air Force I n s t i t u t e o f Technology>
# Permission i s hereby granted , f r e e o f charge , to any person
# o b t a i n i n g a copy o f t h i s s o f t w a r e and a s s o c i a t e d documentation
# f i l e s ( the ” Sof tware ”) , to d e a l in the Sof tware wi thout
# r e s t r i c t i o n , i n c l u d i n g wi thout l i m i t a t i o n the r i g h t s to use ,
# copy , modify , merge , p u b l i s h , d i s t r i b u t e , s u b l i c e n s e , and/ or
# s e l l c o p i e s o f the Software , and to permit persons to whom
# the Sof tware i s f u r n i s h e d to do so , s u b j e c t to the f o l l o w i n g
# c o n d i t i o n s :
# The above c o p y r i g h t n o t i c e and t h i s permiss ion n o t i c e s h a l l be
# i n c l u d e d in a l l c o p i e s or s u b s t a n t i a l p o r t i o n s o f the Sof tware .
# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ”AS IS ” , WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY ,
# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
import pygame , sys , os , time , random , math , pygame . gfxdraw , s e r i a l
from pygame . l o c a l s import ∗
pygame . i n i t ( )
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fpsClock = pygame . time . Clock ( )
#screenWidth = 1366
#screenHeigh t = 768
screenWidth = 1280
screenHe ight = 800
s imState = 0
workloadLevel = 0
cycleCountDown = 0
# ==================
# SIMULATOR SETTINGS
# ==================
t r i a lT ime = 180000
simSeed = 2
# ==================
# ==================
# ==================
s c r e en = pygame . d i s p l ay . set mode ( ( screenWidth , sc reenHe ight ) ,
pygame .FULLSCREEN | pygame .HWSURFACE | pygame .DOUBLEBUF)
#screen = pygame . d i s p l a y . set mode ( ( screenWidth , screenHeigh t ) ,
pygame .HWSURFACE | pygame .DOUBLEBUF)
pygame . d i s p l a y . s e t c a p t i o n ( ’ pyWorkload ’ )
random . seed ( simSeed )
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redColor = pygame . Color (255 ,0 , 0 )
greenColor = pygame . Color (0 , 255 ,0 )
b lueColor = pygame . Color (0 , 0 , 255)
whiteColor = pygame . Color (255 ,255 ,255)
b lackColor = pygame . Color ( 0 , 0 , 0 )
chargeColor = pygame . Color (255 ,222 ,173)
pinkColor = pygame . Color (255 ,105 ,180)
ye l lowColor = pygame . Color (255 ,255 ,0 )
borderColor = (211 ,211 ,211)
frameColor = (119 ,136 ,153)
def pw( inVal ) :
return i n t ( screenWidth∗ inVal /100)
def ph( inVal ) :
return i n t ( sc reenHe ight ∗ inVal /100)
def a r e c t (x , y ,w, h) :
return pygame . Rect (pw( x ) ,ph ( y ) ,pw(w) ,ph(h) )
def nrec t ( o l d r e c t ) :
return pygame . Rect (pw( o l d r e c t [ 0 ] ) , ph ( o l d r e c t [ 1 ] ) ,pw( o l d r e c t
[ 2 ] ) , ph ( o l d r e c t [ 3 ] ) )
def apr ( ( x , y ) ) :
return (pw( x ) ,ph ( y ) )
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# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Panel 1 : Leve l I n d i c a t o r s
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
p1rect = ar e c t (2 , 2 , 35 , 45 )
gaugeValue = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
gaugeTarget = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
gaugeSe l ec t = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
gaugeError = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
a lertTime = [ random . randint (10000 ,30000) , random . rand int
(10000 ,30000) ]
a l e r t V a l = [ 0 , 0 ]
def updateAlert s ( i n t o c k ) :
global alertTime , a l e r tVa l , workloadLevel
tock = i n t o c k ∗ workloadLevel ∗ 0 .75
for i in range (0 , 2 ) :
a lertTime [ i ] = alertTime [ i ] − tock
i f alertTime [ i ] <= 0 :
a l e r t V a l [ i ] = 1
alertTime [ i ] = random . rand int (10000 ,30000)
return 0
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def updateGauges ( i n t o c k ) :
global gaugeValue , gaugeTarget , gaugeSe lect , workloadLevel ,
gaugeError
tock = i n t o c k ∗ workloadLevel ∗ 0 .15
for i in range (0 , 4 ) :
i f gaugeValue [ i ] == gaugeTarget [ i ] :
gaugeTarget [ i ] = random . gauss (0 , 1 )
i f gaugeTarget [ i ] < −3:
gaugeTarget [ i ] = −3
e l i f gaugeTarget [ i ] > 3 :
gaugeTarget [ i ] = 3
e l i f gaugeValue [ i ] < gaugeTarget [ i ] :
moVal = tock ∗0.0005
i f moVal > math . f abs ( gaugeTarget [ i ]−gaugeValue [ i ] ) :
gaugeValue [ i ] = gaugeValue [ i ] + math . f abs ( gaugeTarget [ i ]−
gaugeValue [ i ] )
else :
gaugeValue [ i ] = gaugeValue [ i ] + moVal
e l i f gaugeValue [ i ] > gaugeTarget [ i ] :
moVal = tock ∗0.0005
i f moVal > math . f abs ( gaugeTarget [ i ]−gaugeValue [ i ] ) :
gaugeValue [ i ] = gaugeValue [ i ] − math . f abs ( gaugeTarget [ i ]−
gaugeValue [ i ] )
else :
gaugeValue [ i ] = gaugeValue [ i ] − moVal
i f gaugeValue [ i ] <= 1 and gaugeValue [ i ] >= −1:
gaugeSe l ec t [ i ] = 0
gaugeError [ i ] = 0
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else :
i f gaugeSe l ec t [ i ] != 1 :
gaugeError [ i ] = 1
return 0
def pr intAlertBox (x , y , a l e r t , tag ) :
# box
i f a l e r t ==0:
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , ( 233 , 150 , 122 ) , a r e c t (x , y , 8 , 5 ) )
else :
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , redColor , a r e c t (x , y , 8 , 5 ) )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blackColor , a r e c t (x , y , 8 , 5 ) , 3 )
# tag
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 26)
t ex t = font . render ( tag , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+1.5 ,y+6 ,0 ,0) )
def printGauge (x , y , val , tag , s e l e c t ) :
# h o r i z o n t a l bars
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+2.2) , ph ( y ) ) , (pw( x+3.8)
, ph ( y ) ) , 5 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+2) ,ph( y+3) ) , (pw( x+4) ,
ph( y+3) ) ,5 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , redColor , ( pw( x+2.2) , ph ( y+6) ) , (pw( x+3.8)
, ph ( y+6) ) ,5 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+2) ,ph( y+9) ) , (pw( x+4) ,
ph( y+9) ) ,5 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , redColor , ( pw( x+2.2) , ph ( y+12) ) , (pw( x
+3.8) , ph ( y+12) ) ,5 )
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pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+2) ,ph( y+15) ) , (pw( x+4) ,
ph( y+15) ) ,5 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+2.2) , ph ( y+18) ) , (pw( x
+3.8) , ph ( y+18) ) ,5 )
# v e r t i c a l bar
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+3) ,ph( y ) ) , (pw( x+3) ,ph(
y+18) ) ,5 )
# tag
i f s e l e c t == 0 :
tagColor = blackColor
else :
tagColor = redColor
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , tagColor , a r e c t ( x+1,y+19 ,4 ,4) )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blackColor , a r e c t ( x+1,y+19 ,4 ,4) , 3 )
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 26)
t ex t = font . render ( tag , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+2.5 ,y +19.8 ,0 ,0) )
# i n d i c a t o r
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+0.5) , ph ( y+8+3∗va l ) ) , (
pw( x+1.8) , ph ( y+1+8+3∗va l ) ) , 4 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , whiteColor , ( pw( x+0.5) , ph ( y+2+8+3∗va l ) )
, (pw( x+1.8) , ph ( y+1+8+3∗va l ) ) , 4 )
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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# Panel 2 : Tracking Task
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
p2rect = ar e c t (39 ,2 , 59 ,45 )
uavError = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
boxList = [ ]
#b o x L i s t . append ( a r e c t (60 ,20 ,5 ,5) )
t1pos = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
t1de s t = t1pos
t2pos = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
t2de s t = t2pos
t3pos = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
t3de s t = t3pos
def addBox (x , y ) :
global boxList
boxList . append ( pygame . Rect (x−pw( 2 . 5 ) , y−ph ( 2 . 5 ) ,pw(5) ,ph (5 ) ) )
def updateBoxList ( ) :
global boxList , t1pos , t2pos , t3pos , uavError
uavError = [ 1 , 1 , 1 ]
for b in boxList :
i f b . c o l l i d e p o i n t (pw( t1pos [ 0 ] ) , ph ( t1pos [ 1 ] ) ) :
uavError [ 0 ] = 0
i f b . c o l l i d e p o i n t (pw( t2pos [ 0 ] ) , ph ( t2pos [ 1 ] ) ) :
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uavError [ 1 ] = 0
i f b . c o l l i d e p o i n t (pw( t3pos [ 0 ] ) , ph ( t3pos [ 1 ] ) ) :
uavError [ 2 ] = 0
i f not b . c o l l i d e p o i n t (pw( t1pos [ 0 ] ) , ph ( t1pos [ 1 ] ) ) and not b .
c o l l i d e p o i n t (pw( t2pos [ 0 ] ) , ph ( t2pos [ 1 ] ) ) and not b .
c o l l i d e p o i n t (pw( t3pos [ 0 ] ) , ph ( t3pos [ 1 ] ) ) :
boxList . remove (b)
def pr intBoxes ( ) :
global boxList
for b in boxList :
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , redColor , b , 3 )
def pr in tTarge t s ( ) :
global t1pos , t1dest , t2pos , t2dest , t3pos , t 3de s t
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , redColor , apr ( t1pos ) ,4 )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , greenColor , apr ( t1de s t ) , 4 )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , redColor , apr ( t2pos ) ,4 )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , greenColor , apr ( t2de s t ) , 4 )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , redColor , apr ( t3pos ) ,4 )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , greenColor , apr ( t3de s t ) , 4 )
def updateTargets ( i n t o c k ) :
global t1pos , t1dest , t2pos , t2dest , t3pos , t3dest , workloadLevel
tock = i n t o c k ∗ workloadLevel ∗ 0 .15
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i f t1pos == t1de s t :
t 1de s t = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
t r a v e l = ( tock /1000 .0 )
d i s t = math . s q r t (math . pow( t1de s t [1]− t1pos [ 1 ] , 2 ) + math . pow(
t1de s t [0]− t1pos [ 0 ] , 2 ) )
i f d i s t <= t r a v e l :
t1pos=t1de s t
else :
theta = math . atan ( ( t1de s t [1]− t1pos [ 1 ] ) /( t1de s t [0]− t1pos [ 0 ] ) )
tx = t r a v e l ∗math . cos ( theta )
i f t1de s t [ 0 ] < t1pos [ 0 ] :
tx = math . f abs ( tx ) ∗ −1
else :
tx = math . f abs ( tx )
ty = t r a v e l ∗math . s i n ( theta )
i f t1de s t [ 1 ] < t1pos [ 1 ] :
ty = math . f abs ( ty ) ∗ −1
else :
ty = math . f abs ( ty )
t1pos = ( t1pos [ 0 ] + tx , t1pos [ 1 ] + ty )
i f t2pos == t2de s t :
t 2de s t = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
d i s t = math . s q r t (math . pow( t2de s t [1]− t2pos [ 1 ] , 2 ) + math . pow(
t2de s t [0]− t2pos [ 0 ] , 2 ) )
i f d i s t <= t r a v e l :
t2pos=t2de s t
else :
theta = math . atan ( ( t2de s t [1]− t2pos [ 1 ] ) /( t2de s t [0]− t2pos [ 0 ] ) )
tx = t r a v e l ∗math . cos ( theta )
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i f t2de s t [ 0 ] < t2pos [ 0 ] :
tx = math . f abs ( tx ) ∗ −1
else :
tx = math . f abs ( tx )
ty = t r a v e l ∗math . s i n ( theta )
i f t2de s t [ 1 ] < t2pos [ 1 ] :
ty = math . f abs ( ty ) ∗ −1
else :
ty = math . f abs ( ty )
t2pos = ( t2pos [ 0 ] + tx , t2pos [ 1 ] + ty )
i f t3pos == t3de s t :
t 3de s t = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
d i s t = math . s q r t (math . pow( t3de s t [1]− t3pos [ 1 ] , 2 ) + math . pow(
t3de s t [0]− t3pos [ 0 ] , 2 ) )
i f d i s t <= t r a v e l :
t3pos=t3de s t
else :
theta = math . atan ( ( t3de s t [1]− t3pos [ 1 ] ) /( t3de s t [0]− t3pos [ 0 ] ) )
tx = t r a v e l ∗math . cos ( theta )
i f t3de s t [ 0 ] < t3pos [ 0 ] :
tx = math . f abs ( tx ) ∗ −1
else :
tx = math . f abs ( tx )
ty = t r a v e l ∗math . s i n ( theta )
i f t3de s t [ 1 ] < t3pos [ 1 ] :
ty = math . f abs ( ty ) ∗ −1
else :
ty = math . f abs ( ty )
t3pos = ( t3pos [ 0 ] + tx , t3pos [ 1 ] + ty )
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# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Panel 3 : Assignment Task
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
p3rect = ar e c t (2 , 52 , 35 ,45 )
uav1 = [ ]
uav2 = [ ]
uav3 = [ ]
selectedUAV = 0
currentTask = random . rand int (1 , 5 )
taskTime = 0
taskError = 1
def setPackages ( ) :
global uav1 , uav2 , uav3
uav1 = random . sample ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] , random . rand int (1 , 3 ) )
uav2 = random . sample ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] , random . rand int (1 , 3 ) )
uav3 = random . sample ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] , random . rand int (1 , 3 ) )
while l i s t ( s e t ( uav1 ) | s e t ( uav2 ) | s e t ( uav3 ) ) != [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] :
missingCaps = l i s t ( s e t ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ] ) − ( s e t ( uav1 ) | s e t ( uav2 )
| s e t ( uav3 ) ) )
randUAV = random . rand int (1 , 3 )
i f randUAV == 1 :
uav1 = l i s t ( s e t ( uav1 ) | s e t ( random . sample ( missingCaps , 1 ) ) )
e l i f randUAV == 2 :
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uav2 = l i s t ( s e t ( uav2 ) | s e t ( random . sample ( missingCaps , 1 ) ) )
else :
uav3 = l i s t ( s e t ( uav3 ) | s e t ( random . sample ( missingCaps , 1 ) ) )
setPackages ( )
def updateTasks ( i n t o c k ) :
global taskTime , currentTask , selectedUAV , workloadLevel , ta skError
tock = i n t o c k ∗ workloadLevel ∗ 0 .75
taskError = 1
i f selectedUAV == 1 :
i f currentTask in uav1 :
taskError = 0
e l i f selectedUAV == 2 :
i f currentTask in uav2 :
taskError = 0
e l i f selectedUAV == 3 :
i f currentTask in uav3 :
taskError = 0
taskTime = taskTime − tock
i f taskTime <= 0 :
selectedUAV = 0
setPackages ( )
currentTask = random . rand int (1 , 5 )
taskTime = random . rand int (7000 ,20000)
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def printUAVBox (x , y , tag , tasks , s e l e c t ) :
# t a s k boxes
for task in ta sk s :
#p r i n t x∗ t a s k
#p r i n t x∗ t a s k+5
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blueColor , a r e c t ( x+(task−1)∗5 , y+4 ,5 ,4)
)
# box
i f s e l e c t == 0 :
backColor = greenColor
else :
backColor = redColor
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , backColor , a r e c t (x , y , 2 5 , 4 ) )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blackColor , a r e c t (x , y , 2 5 , 8 ) , 3 )
# h o r i z o n t a l d i v i d e r s
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x , y+4) ) , apr ( ( x+24.8 ,y
+4) ) ,3 )
#v e r t i c a l d i v i d e r s
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+5,y+4) ) , apr ( ( x+5,y
+7.8) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+10,y+4) ) , apr ( ( x+10,y
+7.8) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+15,y+4) ) , apr ( ( x+15,y
+7.8) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+20,y+4) ) , apr ( ( x+20,y
+7.8) ) , 3 )
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# tag
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 26)
t ex t = font . render ( tag , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+11,y+1 ,0 ,0) )
# t a s k numbers
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 26)
t ex t = font . render ( ”1 2 3 4
5” ,1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+2,y+5 ,0 ,0) )
def printUAVTask (x , y , tag ) :
# box
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blueColor , a r e c t (x , y , 2 5 , 4 ) )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blackColor , a r e c t (x , y , 2 5 , 4 ) , 3 )
# tag
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 26)
t ex t = font . render ( tag , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+11,y+1 ,0 ,0) )
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# Panel 4 : Resource Management Task
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
p4rect = ar e c t (39 ,52 ,59 ,45 )
tankALevel = 50
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tankBLevel = 50
tankCLevel = 50
tankDLevel = 50
tankAError = 0
tankBError = 0
p1 va l = 0
p2 va l = 0
p3 va l = 0
p4 va l = 0
p5 va l = 0
p6 va l = 0
p7 va l = 0
p8 va l = 0
def updateTanks ( i n t o c k ) :
global tankALevel , tankBLevel , tankCLevel , tankDLevel
global p1 val , p2 val , p3 val , p4 val , p5 val , p6 val , p7 val , p8 va l
global workloadLevel , tankAError , tankBError
tock = i n t o c k ∗ workloadLevel ∗ 0 .3
tankALevel = tankALevel − tock ∗0 .001
tankBLevel = tankBLevel − tock ∗0 .001
tankAError = 0
tankBError = 0
i f tankALevel > 60 or tankALevel < 40 :
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tankAError = 1
i f tankBLevel > 60 or tankBLevel < 40 :
tankBError = 1
i f p1 va l > 0 :
tankBLevel = tankBLevel + tock ∗0 .002
p1 va l = p1 va l − tock
i f p1 va l == 0 :
p1 va l = −1
e l i f p1 va l < 0 :
p1 va l = p1 va l − tock
i f p1 va l <= −3000:
p1 va l = 0
i f p2 va l > 0 :
i f tankDLevel >= tock ∗0 . 0 0 1 :
tankBLevel = tankBLevel + tock ∗0 .001
tankDLevel = tankDLevel − tock ∗0 .001
p2 va l = p2 va l − tock
i f p2 va l == 0 :
p2 va l = −1
e l i f p2 va l < 0 :
p2 va l = p2 va l − tock
i f p2 va l <= −3000:
p2 va l = 0
i f p3 va l > 0 :
tankDLevel = tankDLevel + tock ∗0 .001
p3 va l = p3 va l − tock
i f p3 va l == 0 :
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p3 va l = −1
e l i f p3 va l < 0 :
p3 va l = p3 va l − tock
i f p3 va l <= −3000:
p3 va l = 0
i f p4 va l > 0 :
tankALevel = tankALevel + tock ∗0 .002
p4 va l = p4 va l − tock
i f p4 va l == 0 :
p4 va l = −1
e l i f p4 va l < 0 :
p4 va l = p4 va l − tock
i f p4 va l <= −3000:
p4 va l = 0
i f p5 va l > 0 :
i f tankCLevel >= tock ∗0 . 0 0 1 :
tankALevel = tankALevel + tock ∗0 .001
tankCLevel = tankCLevel − tock ∗0 .001
p5 va l = p5 va l − tock
i f p5 va l == 0 :
p5 va l = −1
e l i f p5 va l < 0 :
p5 va l = p5 va l − tock
i f p5 va l <= −3000:
p5 va l = 0
i f p6 va l > 0 :
tankCLevel = tankCLevel + tock ∗0 .001
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p6 va l = p6 va l − tock
i f p6 va l == 0 :
p6 va l = −1
e l i f p6 va l < 0 :
p6 va l = p6 va l − tock
i f p6 va l <= −3000:
p6 va l = 0
i f p7 va l > 0 :
i f tankBLevel >= tock ∗0 . 0 0 1 :
tankALevel = tankALevel + tock ∗0 .001
tankBLevel = tankBLevel − tock ∗0 .001
p7 va l = p7 va l − tock
i f p7 va l == 0 :
p7 va l = −1
e l i f p7 va l < 0 :
p7 va l = p7 va l − tock
i f p7 va l <= −3000:
p7 va l = 0
i f p8 va l > 0 :
i f tankALevel >= tock ∗0 . 0 0 1 :
tankALevel = tankALevel − tock ∗0 .001
tankBLevel = tankBLevel + tock ∗0 .001
p8 va l = p8 va l − tock
i f p8 va l == 0 :
p8 va l = −1
e l i f p8 va l < 0 :
p8 va l = p8 va l − tock
i f p8 va l <= −3000:
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p8 va l = 0
i f tankALevel > 100 :
tankALevel = 100
e l i f tankALevel < 0 :
tankALevel = 0
i f tankBLevel > 100 :
tankBLevel = 100
e l i f tankBLevel < 0 :
tankBLevel = 0
i f tankCLevel > 100 :
tankCLevel = 100
e l i f tankCLevel < 0 :
tankCLevel = 0
i f tankDLevel > 100 :
tankDLevel = 100
e l i f tankDLevel < 0 :
tankDLevel = 0
def printTank (x , y , l e v e l , tag ) :
# box
#pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , b lueColor , a r e c t ( x , y ,16 ,19) )
l e v e l = 100 − l e v e l
p l e v e l = ( l e v e l /100 .0∗19)
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , chargeColor , a r e c t (x , y+p l eve l ,16 ,19−
p l e v e l ) )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blackColor , a r e c t (x , y , 1 6 , 1 9 ) ,3 )
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#l e v e l bound
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+5,y+9.5) ) , apr ( ( x+11,y
+9.5) ) , 5 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , redColor , apr ( ( x+6,y+7.5) ) , apr ( ( x+10,y
+7.5) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , redColor , apr ( ( x+6,y+11.5) ) , apr ( ( x+10,y
+11.5) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+7,y+5.5) ) , apr ( ( x+9,y
+5.5) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( x+7,y+13.5) ) , apr ( ( x+9,y
+13.5) ) , 3 )
#pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , b lackColor , apr ( ( x−.2 , y +7.5) ) , apr ( ( x
−.2 , y +11.5) ) ,5)
#pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , b lackColor , apr ( ( x +16.2 , y +7.5) ) , apr ( ( x
+16.2 , y +11.5) ) ,5)
def pr in tS to rage (x , y , l e v e l , tag ) :
# box
#pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , b lueColor , a r e c t ( x , y ,16 ,19) )
l e v e l = 100 − l e v e l
p l e v e l = ( l e v e l /100 .0∗6)
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , chargeColor , a r e c t (x , y+p l eve l ,5 ,6− p l e v e l
) )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , blackColor , a r e c t (x , y , 5 , 6 ) , 3 )
def pr intGenerator (x , y ) :
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , chargeColor , ( pw( x ) ,ph ( y ) ) ,pw(2) )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , blackColor , ( pw( x ) ,ph ( y ) ) ,pw(2) ,3 )
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def printPump (x , y , o r i e n t a t i o n , l abe l , va lue ) :
i f value == 0 :
pumpColor = whiteColor
e l i f value < 0 :
pumpColor = redColor
e l i f value < 5000 :
pumpColor = ye l lowColor
else :
pumpColor = greenColor
i f o r i e n t a t i o n == ”UP” :
pygame . gfxdraw . f i l l e d t r i g o n ( screen , pw(x−1) , ph ( y+1) , pw( x
+1) , ph ( y+1) , pw( x ) , ph (y−1) , b lackColor )
# l a b e l
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 22)
t ex t = font . render ( l abe l , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+1.3 ,y−0 .3 ,0 ,0) )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , pumpColor , apr ( ( x , y+0.3) ) ,pw( 0 . 3 ) )
e l i f o r i e n t a t i o n == ”DOWN” :
pygame . gfxdraw . f i l l e d t r i g o n ( screen , pw(x−1) , ph (y−1) , pw( x
+1) , ph (y−1) , pw( x ) , ph ( y+1) , b lackColor )
# l a b e l
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 26)
t ex t = font . render ( l abe l , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t ( x+2.5 ,y+1 ,0 ,0) )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , pumpColor , apr ( ( x , y+0.3) ) ,pw( 0 . 3 ) )
e l i f o r i e n t a t i o n == ”LEFT” :
pygame . gfxdraw . f i l l e d t r i g o n ( screen , pw( x+0.7) , ph (y−1.3) , pw
( x+0.7) , ph ( y+1.3) , pw(x−0.7) , ph ( y ) , b lackColor )
# l a b e l
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f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 22)
t ex t = font . render ( l abe l , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t (x−0.3 ,y +1.9 ,0 ,0) )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , pumpColor , apr ( ( x+0.3 ,y ) ) ,pw( 0 . 3 ) )
e l i f o r i e n t a t i o n == ”RIGHT” :
pygame . gfxdraw . f i l l e d t r i g o n ( screen , pw(x−0.7) , ph (y−1.3) , pw
(x−0.7) , ph ( y+1.3) , pw( x+0.7) , ph ( y ) , b lackColor )
# l a b e l
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 22)
t ex t = font . render ( l abe l , 1 , whiteColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t (x−0.3 ,y−2 .9 ,0 ,0) )
pygame . draw . c i r c l e ( screen , pumpColor , apr ( ( x−0.3 ,y ) ) ,pw( 0 . 3 ) )
def pr in tP ipe s ( ) :
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 50 , 77 ) ) , apr ( ( 50 , 85 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 58 , 77 ) ) , apr ( ( 58 , 85 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 81 , 77 ) ) , apr ( ( 81 , 85 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 89 , 77 ) ) , apr ( ( 89 , 85 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 51 , 87 ) ) , apr ( ( 57 , 87 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 82 , 87 ) ) , apr ( ( 88 , 87 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 61 , 62 ) ) , apr ( ( 76 , 62 ) ) , 3 )
pygame . draw . l i n e ( screen , blackColor , apr ( ( 61 , 73 ) ) , apr ( ( 76 , 73 ) ) , 3 )
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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# Main Program Code
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# p1rect , p2rect , p3rect , p 4 r e c t
#panel1 = pygame . Rect ( x−pw ( 2 . 5 ) , y−ph ( 2 . 5 ) ,pw(5) , ph (5) )
# pane l 1 bounds
a l e r t 1 r = a r e c t (4 , 4 , 12 , 11 )
a l e r t 2 r = a r e c t (21 ,4 , 12 , 11 )
i nda r = ar e c t (4 , 18 , 6 , 26 )
indb r = ar e c t (12 ,18 ,6 , 26 )
i n d c r = ar e c t (20 ,18 ,6 , 26 )
indd r = ar e c t (28 ,18 ,6 , 26 )
# pane l 3 bounds
uav1 r = ar e c t (6 , 55 ,27 ,10 )
uav2 r = ar e c t (6 , 66 ,27 ,10 )
uav3 r = ar e c t (6 , 77 ,27 ,10 )
# pane l 4 bounds
p1 r = a r e c t (87 , 79 , 4 , 4 )
p2 r = a r e c t (79 , 79 , 4 , 4 )
p3 r = a r e c t ( 8 2 . 5 , 8 5 , 4 , 4 )
p4 r = a r e c t (56 , 79 , 4 , 4 )
p5 r = a r e c t (48 , 79 , 4 , 4 )
p6 r = a r e c t ( 5 1 . 5 , 8 5 , 4 , 4 )
p7 r = a r e c t ( 6 6 . 5 , 7 1 , 4 , 4 )
p8 r = a r e c t ( 6 6 . 5 , 6 0 , 4 , 4 )
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def pr in t InRect s ( ) :
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , a l e r t 1 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , a l e r t 2 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , inda r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , indb r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , indc r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , indd r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , uav1 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , uav2 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , uav3 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p1 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p2 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p3 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p4 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p5 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p6 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p7 r , 2 )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , pinkColor , p8 r , 2 )
def input ( events ) :
global s imState , workloadLevel , cycleCountDown
# Panel 1 g l o b a l s
global gaugeSe lect , a l e r t V a l
# Panel 3 g l o b a l s
global selectedUAV , uav1 r , uav2 r , uav3 r
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# Panel 4 g l o b a l s
global p1 val , p2 val , p3 val , p4 val , p5 val , p6 val , p7 val , p8 va l
for event in events :
i f event . type == QUIT:
sys . e x i t (0 )
e l i f event . type == KEYDOWN:
i f event . key == K ESCAPE:
pygame . event . post ( pygame . event . Event (QUIT) )
e l i f event . type == MOUSEBUTTONUP:
i f s imState == 0 :
i f event . button == 3 :
resetS im ( )
s imState = 1
workloadLevel = workloadLevel + 1
cycleCountDown = tr ia lT ime
e l i f s imState == 1 :
i f event . button == 1 :
#p r i n t ”(” + s t r ( event . pos [ 0 ] ) + ” ,” + s t r ( event . pos
[ 1 ] ) + ”) (” + s t r ( p 1 r e c t [ 0 ] ) + ” ,” + s t r ( p 1 r e c t
[ 1 ] ) + ” ,” + s t r ( p 1 r e c t [ 2 ] ) + ” ,” + s t r ( p 1 r e c t [ 3 ] ) +
”) ”
i f p1rect . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
# Panel 1 Inputs
i f a l e r t 1 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
a l e r t V a l [ 0 ] = 0
e l i f a l e r t 2 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] )
:
a l e r t V a l [ 1 ] = 0
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e l i f i nda r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
gaugeSe l ec t [ 0 ] = 1
e l i f i ndb r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
gaugeSe l ec t [ 1 ] = 1
e l i f i n d c r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
gaugeSe l ec t [ 2 ] = 1
e l i f i ndd r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
gaugeSe l ec t [ 3 ] = 1
e l i f p2rect . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
# Panel 2 Inputs
addBox ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] )
e l i f p3rect . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
# Panel 3 Inputs
i f uav1 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
selectedUAV = 1
e l i f uav2 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
selectedUAV = 2
e l i f uav3 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
selectedUAV = 3
e l i f p4rect . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
# Panel 4 Inputs
i f p1 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p1 va l > 0 :
p1 va l = 0
e l i f p1 va l == 0 :
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p1 va l = 15000
e l i f p2 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p2 va l > 0 :
p2 va l = 0
e l i f p2 va l == 0 :
p2 va l = 15000
e l i f p3 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p3 va l > 0 :
p3 va l = 0
e l i f p3 va l == 0 :
p3 va l = 15000
e l i f p4 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p4 va l > 0 :
p4 va l = 0
e l i f p4 va l == 0 :
p4 va l = 15000
e l i f p5 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p5 va l > 0 :
p5 va l = 0
e l i f p5 va l == 0 :
p5 va l = 15000
e l i f p6 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p6 va l > 0 :
p6 va l = 0
e l i f p6 va l == 0 :
p6 va l = 15000
e l i f p7 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p7 va l > 0 :
p7 va l = 0
e l i f p7 va l == 0 :
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p7 va l = 15000
e l i f p8 r . c o l l i d e p o i n t ( event . pos [ 0 ] , event . pos [ 1 ] ) :
i f p8 va l > 0 :
p8 va l = 0
e l i f p8 va l == 0 :
p8 va l = 15000
def resetS im ( ) :
random . seed ( simSeed )
r e s e tPane l1 ( )
r e s e tPane l2 ( )
r e s e tPane l3 ( )
r e s e tPane l4 ( )
def r e s e tPane l1 ( ) :
global gaugeValue , gaugeTarget , gaugeSe lect , alertTime , a l e r t V a l
gaugeValue = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
gaugeTarget = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
gaugeSe l ec t = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
a lertTime = [ random . randint (10000 ,30000) , random . rand int
(10000 ,30000) ]
a l e r t V a l = [ 0 , 0 ]
def r e s e tPane l2 ( ) :
global boxList , t1pos , t1dest , t2pos , t2dest , t3pos , t 3de s t
boxList = [ ]
t1pos = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
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t1de s t = t1pos
t2pos = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
t2de s t = t2pos
t3pos = ( random . uniform (45 ,92) , random . uniform (8 ,41 ) )
t3de s t = t3pos
def r e s e tPane l3 ( ) :
global uav1 , uav2 , uav3 , selectedUAV , currentTask , taskTime
uav1 = [ ]
uav2 = [ ]
uav3 = [ ]
selectedUAV = 0
currentTask = random . rand int (1 , 5 )
taskTime = 0
def r e s e tPane l4 ( ) :
global p1 val , p2 val , p3 val , p4 val , p5 val , p6 val , p7 val , p8 va l
global tankALevel , tankBLevel , tankCLevel , tankDLevel
tankALevel = 50
tankBLevel = 50
tankCLevel = 50
tankDLevel = 50
p1 va l = 0
p2 va l = 0
p3 va l = 0
p4 va l = 0
p5 va l = 0
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p6 va l = 0
p7 va l = 0
p8 va l = 0
#s er = s e r i a l . S e r i a l ( por t =’COM3 ’ , baudrate =19200)
f i leName = ” Sub j ec t ” + s t r ( sys . argv [ 1 ] ) + ” R es u l t s . txt ”
ou tF i l e = open ( fi leName , ’w ’ )
# time , workload , gsr , a l e r t 1 , a l e r t 2 , ind a , ind b , ind c , ind d
, t rack 1 , t rack 2 , t rack 3 , t a s k c o v e r , tank A , tank B
#o u t F i l e . w r i t e (” t h i s i s a t e s t \n”)
startTime = time . time ( )
simTime = 0
tockTime = 0
gsrVal = 0
while True :
# gsrVal = 0
input ( pygame . event . get ( ) )
newsimTime = long ( ( time . time ( )−startTime ) ∗1000)
tockTime = newsimTime − simTime
simTime = newsimTime
# s = se r . read ( se r . inWait ing ( ) )
# i f l e n ( s )>0:
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# #p r i n t s t r ( s [ 0 ] , encoding =’ u t f 8 ’ )
# #p r i n t ord ( s [ 0 ] )
# gsrVal = ord ( s [ 0 ] )
i f cycleCountDown <= 0 :
cycleCountDown = 0
i f workloadLevel == 10 :
s imState = 2
else :
s imState = 0
i f s imState == 0 :
# Disp lay s t a r t screen
s c r e en . f i l l ( (255 ,248 ,220) )
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 100)
t ext = font . render ( ”Right−Cl i ck to Begin ” + s t r (
workloadLevel +1) + ”/10” ,1 , b lackColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t (17 , 45 , 0 , 0 ) )
e l i f s imState == 2 :
s c r e en . f i l l ( (255 ,248 ,220) )
f ont = pygame . f ont . Font (None , 100)
t ext = font . render ( ”Experiment Complete” ,1 , b lackColor )
s c r e en . b l i t ( text , a r e c t (22 , 45 , 0 , 0 ) )
e l i f s imState == 1 :
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ou tF i l e . wr i t e ( s t r ( simTime ) + ’ , ’ + s t r ( workloadLevel ) + ’ , ’ +
s t r ( gsrVal ) + ’ , ’ + \
s t r ( a l e r t V a l [ 0 ] ) + ’ , ’ + s t r ( a l e r t V a l [ 1 ] ) + ’ , ’ + \
s t r ( gaugeError [ 0 ] ) + ’ , ’ + s t r ( gaugeError [ 1 ] ) + ’ , ’ + s t r (
gaugeError [ 2 ] ) + ’ , ’ + s t r ( gaugeError [ 3 ] ) + ’ , ’ + \
s t r ( uavError [ 0 ] ) + ’ , ’ + s t r ( uavError [ 1 ] ) + ’ , ’ + s t r (
uavError [ 2 ] ) + ’ , ’ + \
s t r ( taskError ) + ’ , ’ + \
s t r ( tankAError ) + ’ , ’ + s t r ( tankBError ) + ’ \n ’ )
cycleCountDown = cycleCountDown − tockTime
#p r i n t tockTime
s c r e en . f i l l ( (255 ,248 ,220) )
# Panel 1
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , frameColor , p1rec t )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , borderColor , p1rect , 4 )
updateGauges ( tockTime )
printGauge (4 ,20 , gaugeValue [ 0 ] , ”A” , gaugeSe l ec t [ 0 ] )
printGauge (12 ,20 , gaugeValue [ 1 ] , ”B” , gaugeSe l e c t [ 1 ] )
printGauge (20 ,20 , gaugeValue [ 2 ] , ”C” , gaugeSe l e c t [ 2 ] )
printGauge (28 ,20 , gaugeValue [ 3 ] , ”D” , gaugeSe l e c t [ 3 ] )
updateAlert s ( tockTime )
pr intAlertBox (6 , 6 , a l e r t V a l [ 0 ] , ”ALERT 1” )
pr intAlertBox (23 ,6 , a l e r t V a l [ 1 ] , ”ALERT 2” )
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# Panel 2
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , frameColor , p2rec t )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , borderColor , p2rect , 4 )
updateTargets ( tockTime )
pr in tTarge t s ( )
updateBoxList ( )
pr intBoxes ( )
# Panel 3
updateTasks ( tockTime )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , frameColor , p3rec t )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , borderColor , p3rect , 4 )
uavList = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
uavList [ selectedUAV ] = 1
printUAVBox (7 ,56 , ”UAV 1” , uav1 , uavList [ 1 ] )
printUAVBox (7 ,67 , ”UAV 2” , uav2 , uavList [ 2 ] )
printUAVBox (7 ,78 , ”UAV 3” , uav3 , uavList [ 3 ] )
printUAVTask (7 ,89 , ”Task ” + s t r ( currentTask ) )
# Panel 4
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , frameColor , p4rec t )
pygame . draw . r e c t ( screen , borderColor , p4rect , 4 )
updateTanks ( tockTime )
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pr in tP ipe s ( )
printTank (45 ,58 , tankALevel , ”A” )
printTank (76 ,58 , tankBLevel , ”B” )
p r in tS to rage (46 ,85 , tankCLevel , ”C” )
pr in tS to rage (77 ,85 , tankDLevel , ”D” )
pr intGenerator (58 ,88)
pr intGenerator (89 ,88)
printPump (89 ,81 , ”UP” , ”P1” , p1 va l )
printPump (81 ,81 , ”UP” , ”P2” , p2 va l )
printPump ( 8 4 . 5 , 8 7 , ”LEFT” , ”P3” , p3 va l )
printPump (58 ,81 , ”UP” , ”P4” , p4 va l )
printPump (50 ,81 , ”UP” , ”P5” , p5 va l )
printPump ( 5 3 . 5 , 8 7 , ”LEFT” , ”P6” , p6 va l )
printPump ( 6 8 . 5 , 7 3 , ”LEFT” , ”P7” , p7 va l )
printPump ( 6 8 . 5 , 6 2 , ”RIGHT” , ”P8” , p8 va l )
# Input Boxes
#p r i n t I n R e c t s ( )
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
# −−−−−−−−−−− Other Disp lay S t u f f −−−−−−−−−−−−−
# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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pygame . d i s p l a y . update ( )
fpsClock . t i c k (60)
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